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Abstract
Abstract
A methodology for the design of three dimensional elliptical to rectangular shape
transitioning nozzles is introduced. It is based on the REST-inlet design proced-
ure developed by Smart [19]. The aim of the design is to build an engine that is
integrated with the vehicle, can be mounted next to another engine without gaps
in between and can use an elliptical combustor. Individual nozzle entry and exit
planes are discretised and streamline traced through a parent flowfield that pos-
sesses the desired flow properties. The two streamline traced nozzles are then
blended to receive the shape transitioning nozzle. The blending is executed such
that the resulting nozzle is smooth and the parent flowfield’s properties are captured
to a high extent. An inviscid simulation of the shape transitioning nozzle, conducted
with the compressible flow solver Eilmer3, is used to compare the properties of the
nozzle’s flowfield to the parent flowfield’s properties.
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1 Introduction
In a supersonic combustion ramjet, or scramjet, as opposed to traditional turbojet
and propeller driven engines, all the compression required for an efficient combus-
tion is achieved by decelerating the incoming air in the intake. Thus the scramjet
performs the compression in the absence of any rotating parts and is not restric-
ted to subsonic internal flows. This makes the scramjet engine suitable for flight at
much higher Mach numbers than traditional air-breathing engines.
While the idea of using ram pressure in an aero engine dates back to the begin-
ning of the 20th century [2], investigation of scramjet powered vehicles only began
in the 1950’s when it became clear that the ramjet engine is only viable in a Mach
number range from 3 to 6. A ramjet engine, like a scramjet, takes advantage of the
pressure rise caused by shocks to compress the incoming air in the intake. How-
ever, a ramjet reduces the Mach number of the internal flow to subsonic speeds
before the air is mixed with fuel and ignited in the combustor, whereas the flow
in a scramjet remains supersonic throughout the entire engine. At Mach numbers
between 5 and 6, the aerodynamic losses in a ramjet intake, especially at the final
shock, combined with the significant increase of static temperature in the combus-
tor greatly decrease the ramjets efficiency. Not only do structural stresses highly
increase, but the high temperatures also cause chemical dissociation in the thrust
nozzle, leading to substantial energy losses. By maintaining supersonic flow inside
the engine, static pressure and temperature can be reduced greatly. Making the
scramjet the more efficient propulsion system at higher Mach numbers.
Besides cruise at hypersonic speeds, scramjets are envisioned as a part of a
multi-stage-to-orbit system, offering the possibility of exploiting the advantages of
air-breathing aircraft in space missions. This includes higher manoeuvrability, re-
usability of the vehicle as well as a higher payload compared to rocket-only pro-
pelled space-access systems.
However, combustion in a supersonic flow presents a number of challenges that
have to be overcome. The main problem is that the time of residence of air and fuel
in the combustor is very short. As a result sufficient mixing of the two components
and complete and stable combustion are hard to achieve and maintain. Another
problem is the occurrence of thermal choking, which usually results in the unstart
of the engine.
Scramjet operation is mainly limited by the inability to produce thrust at Mach num-
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bers below 3.5 to 5, where ram pressure is too low for the vehicle to produce net
thrust. Therefore scramjets require another propulsion system, for example a tur-
bojet engine or rocket, to accelerate it to a take-over Mach number. At high Mach
numbers structural loads due to aerodynamic friction limit the scramjets capability
to accelerate further.
Another key obstacle for a scramjet is overcoming the external drag of the vehicle
in order to produce net thrust. Minimising the amount of external surfaces there-
fore is a necessity. The components of a classical subsonic air plane, engines and
airframe in particular, are constructed and built individually and attached to one
another later on. For a scramjet it is of vital importance to integrate the engines
into the airframe, because the drag of an externally attached engine is too high to
be overcome. This means that compression starts at the forebody in front of the
engine and the vehicle surface behind the engine serves as an expansion surface
and thus as part of the thrust nozzle. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of a scramjet.
Note the oblique shock marking the beginning of the compression of the incoming
flow and the expansion nozzle’s full integration into the vehicle body.
Figure 1: Schematic of a scramjet powered vehicle including reference stations as
used in scramjet analysis.
The stations are in accordance with Heiser and Pratt [11, p. 150] and are based
on those used in jet engine analysis. Station 0 denotes the freestream conditions
in front of the vehicle. Station 1 marks the start of the inlet behind the forebody
shock. Station 2 is at the inlet throat and marks the end of the inlet and the start
of the isolator. Stations 3 and 4 confine the combustor. The expansion is split into
internal expansion from station 4 to station 9 and external expansion from station
9 to station 10. This notation will be carried throughout the whole document to
specify the streamwise location of flow data as well as geometrical features.
The design of the nozzle, as the main thrust producing component, is crucial to the
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scramjets operability. Design and performance evaluation of a three dimensional
nozzle with elliptical to rectangular-like shape transition will be the subject of the
paper at hand.
1.1 Motivation
A well performing nozzle is essential for successful scramjet operation. The nozzle
design determines the amount of available thrust that is being produced as well
as the orientation of the thrust vector. Contributions to the drag and lift forces of
the vehicle are considerable and need to be regarded. Efficient expansion and thus
maximum thrust production within the geometrical constraints given by the vehicles
dimensions are the main goals of the design.
At the Centre for Hypersonics at the University of Queensland, ongoing research is
being conducted on scramjets with three dimensional flowpaths. These particular
flowpaths require three dimensional nozzles to take full advantage of their benefits.
Since most scramjet nozzle design today is based on two dimensional theory (see
section 2) a new approach has to be found to develop an optimal three dimensional
nozzle. Three dimensional rectangular to elliptical shape transition(REST) inlets
have been developed by Smart [19]. These inlets offer the possibility of a modular
setup of the scramjet powered vehicle as well as full body integration. Multiple
engines can be mounted next to each other, while using a combustor with elliptical
cross-sections. The research and design of three dimensional shape transitioning
nozzles therefore is a necessity in order to maintain the modular setup and achieve
optimal performance of these scramjets.
1.2 Project Description
It is the objective of this project to use the methodology of the REST inlet design to
create a three dimensional elliptical to rectangular shape transitioning nozzle.
The existing inlet design tools will be adapted to:
1. Create an axisymmetric fully expanded minimum length nozzle with a centre-
body using the method of characteristics (see section 3.1).
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2. Calculate the inviscid annular flowfield through the obtained nozzle by use of
the finite differences solver seagull [18].
3. Discretise the desired geometrical entry cross-section for the three dimen-
sional nozzle.
4. Streamline trace the discretised entry cross-section downstream through the
inviscid annular flowfield.
5. Discretise the desired geometrical exit cross-section for the three dimensional
nozzle.
6. Streamline trace the discretised exit cross-section upstream through the in-
viscid annular flowfield.
7. Blend the two obtained streamline traced shapes to form one three dimen-
sional shape transitioning nozzle.
8. Test inviscid and viscous performance of the nozzle by use of the CFD solver
Eilmer3.
Ultimately, these steps are taken to optimise nozzle and thus overall scramjet per-
formance.
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2 State of the Art Design Methods
The expansion nozzle in a scramjet is, as stated before, the main thrust producing
component and therefore requires considerable attention in the design process.
The inherent problems in compressing flows, such as rapid boundary layer growth,
boundary layer separation or choking, are unlikely to appear in a purely expanding
flow. An expansion nozzle can therefore be as simple as a ramp with constant
slope and still produce considerable thrust. Nevertheless, the amount of thrust a
scramjet requires to overcome the external drag of the vehicle demands a more
sophisticated approach to design a suitable thrust nozzle.
In the past different types of nozzles have been used in scramjet research. Those
nozzles where predominantly planar two dimensional. In the following, several
types of nozzle shapes will be discussed to give an overview of the variety of
nozzles that are currently available to the designer. Generally it can be said that
any nozzle should be as short as possible, given that additional weight at the rear
end of the vehicle can cause stability problems for the whole craft, while exploiting
the available thrust to the highest possible extent.
The nozzles used in scramjets are derived from axisymmetric nozzles employed in
rocket engines (see fig. 2).
Figure 2: Schematic profiles of a conical and a bell-type nozzle as used in rocket
engines.
However, given the need for full vehicle integration, axisymmetric nozzles are not
suitable for a scramjet. An axisymmetric nozzle on a configuration as depicted in
fig. 1 would cause an excessive amount of drag. A physical surface therefore re-
places the axis of symmetry, effectively cutting the nozzle profiles in fig. 2 in half.
The expansion waves generated by the two dimensional nozzle are reflected at the
introduced surface. The obtained nozzles thus provide the same amount of expan-
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sion as the axisymmetric nozzles. These nozzle contours form the basis for both
two and three dimensional nozzles.
The method of characteristics, discussed in detail in sec. 3.1, serves as the main
tool in the design of modern nozzle contours. Simpler nozzle contours, such as
the conical nozzle shown in fig. 2, require a much longer nozzle to obtain the same
amount of expansion. A conical nozzle also causes a significantly non uniform flow
at the nozzle exit. With the method of characteristics a minimum length nozzle with
a uniform flow at the exit for a defined inflow and exit Mach number can be calcu-
lated. The nozzle contour is constructed such that it first generates an expansion
fan and then cancels any impinging expansion wave towards the exit providing a
uniform flow at the exit. Fig. 3 shows a nozzle contour calculated with the method
of characteristics.
Figure 3: Nozzle contour calculated with the method of characteristics [1, p. 400].
It is evident that a nozzle designed with the method of characteristics is still very
long. Given that a longer nozzle means more drag and the major part of the thrust
is produced in approximately the first third of the nozzle, full length nozzles gen-
erated with the method of characteristics are usually significantly shortened. The
resulting angularity of the flow is then weighed against the lower drag and weight
until an optimum is found.
Rao has developed a method for maximising the thrust of a nozzle of a given length
for a defined ambient pressure [16]. Rao finds that the control surface he introduces
to optimise the thrust coincides with a characteristic. Rao’s method therefore res-
ults in a method of characteristics nozzle that is cut off at a defined length. A typical
shape for a Rao’s optimum nozzle is shown in fig. 4.
The two above described types of nozzle contours form the basis for most nozzles
in modern scramjets. Note that the two nozzles depicted in figs. 3 and 4 are
both designed for subsonic inflow condition and therefore are of the convergent-
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Figure 4: Nozzle contour calculated by Rao’s method of maximising the thrust for a
nozzle of a given length [7].
divergent type. Obviously, in a scramjet the nozzle will be entirely divergent, since
the flow exiting the combustor is supersonic.
2.1 2D Nozzle Design
Two dimensional nozzles offer lots of advantages, mainly in terms of simplicity of
the flowfield, compared to a three dimensional nozzle. A planar two dimensional
flowfield can be easily calculated and managed. Problems usually arise in corners,
where the flow is three dimensional and corner vortices form.
In supersonic jet engines, two dimensional inlets were used in order to obtain an
engine that can be easily adapted to the current flight conditions. While current
scramjet research focusses on fixed geometry nozzles as well as inlets, two di-
mensional geometries still offer the possibility to adapt to different flight conditions
with considerably less effort than three dimensional nozzles.
A recent example for a scramjet with a 2D nozzle is NASA’s X-43A from the Hyper-
X program. The X-43A demonstrated successful scramjet propulsion in flight on
two occasions in 2004 [15]. Fig. 5 shows the X-43A from different perspectives.
The rectangular geometry of the scramjet engine, mounted under the vehicle, is
clearly visible in fig. 5. It is however necessary to add, that the underside of the
aft body serves as a free expansion surface. The flow therefore becomes three
dimensional in the external part of the expansion.
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Figure 5: Different views of the X-43A scramjet from NASA’s Hyper-X program [6].
2.2 3D Nozzle Design
Three dimensional nozzles generally produce a more complicated flowfield than
planar two dimensional nozzles. They can make use of lateral expansion as well
as medial expansion, leading to shorter nozzles for a given area-ratio A4
A10
. Strictly
speaking, axisymmetric nozzles are also of the three dimensional type. How-
ever, they can be treated as two dimensional due to their symmetry. Axisymmetric
nozzles hence combine the simplicity of a two dimensional flowfield with the gains
of lateral expansion. But as mentioned before, they are not viable in scramjet en-
gines. Naturally, the design process for a three dimensional nozzle requires more
sophisticated tools and more resources than 2D nozzle design.
Based on the REST inlet design approach by Smart [19], Mo, Xu, Gu and Fan have
developed a circular to rectangular shape transition nozzle showing good promise
in terms of thrust and lift [14].
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3 Theoretical Background
This section supplies the theoretical background necessary for understanding the
tools used in the nozzle design process. However, it will not elaborate on the
properties of compressible flows in general and the phenomena occurring within
these flows. For a detailed description of compressible flows consult references
[1], [23] or similar literature.
3.1 Method of Characteristics
In general, the method of characteristics is a way of solving partial differential equa-
tions. It is applicable to any hyperbolic partial differential equation. The partial
differential equation is reduced to a set of ordinary differential equations, the char-
acteristics. Along these characteristics any dependent variable has to satisfy a
compatibility equation. Therefore the whole equation can be solved from an initial
condition by marching along the characteristics emanating from the point or region
where the conditions are known.
The method of characteristic is mostly applied to supersonic inviscid flows. In su-
personic flows the governing conservation equations are hyperbolic in nature [23,
p. 543]. This means that the flow properties at a certain point within a flowfield
only depend on the conditions upstream of that particular point and downstream
properties do not affect it at all. Viscous flows include the formation of boundary
layers and thus sonic and subsonic regions, where the governing equations be-
come parabolic and elliptic, respectively. For an elliptic partial differential equation
the characteristics are imaginary and thus can only provide solutions in the com-
plex plane. For this project the method of characteristics will be used to compute a
shock free nozzle with uniform flow at the exit plane.
In this section the method of characteristics for axisymmetric irrotational flow will be
discussed. However, the derivation of the compatibility equations and the equations
for the characteristic curves from the conservation equations will not be shown.
They can be reviewed in reference [1, pp. 403].
It can be shown, that the characteristics in fluid mechanics are Mach lines [1, pp.
384]. In axisymmetric flows, this yields the following equation for the characteristic
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curves:
dr
dx
= tan(  ): (1)
Where r and x are the radial and axial coordinates in a cylindrical coordinate frame,
respectively.  is the local flow angle in respect to the axis of symmetry and  is
the local Mach angle in respect to the local flow direction.
Characteristics with the equation
dr
dx
= tan(   ) (2)
are referred to as C+-characteristics. And characteristics with the equation
dr
dx
= tan( + ) (3)
are referred to as a C -characteristics. The compatibility equations along the char-
acteristics are
d(   ) =   1p
M2   1 + cot()
dr
r
(4)
along a C+-characteristic. And
d( + ) =
1p
M2   1  cot()
dr
r
(5)
along a C -characteristic. Where M denotes the local Mach number and  is the
local solution to the Prandtl-Meyer function, given by:
(M) =
√
 + 1
   1 tan
 1
(√
   1
 + 1
(M2   1)
)
  tan 1
(√
M2   1
)
: (6)
With  being the ratio of specific heats for a calorically perfect gas.
Using these equations, the whole flowfield can be computed from an initial solution.
The solutions are obtained by using so called unit processes on a finite number of
points along the characteristics. The exact solution can only be obtained if the
number of points approaches infinity. However, the results obtained from only a
few points are already very accurate. In fact, the first nozzles designed with the
method of characteristics were designed graphically by use of pencil and paper.
There are three unit processes:
1. The calculation of internal Flow points,
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2. the calculation of wall points and
3. the calculation of shock points.
The conditions at internal flow points can be computed from two neighbouring
points in the flowfield (see fig. 6).
Figure 6: Schematic for the calculation of an internal flow point located at the inter-
section of two established characteristics.
Points 1 and 3 lie on the same C -characteristic and points 2 and 3 lie on the same
C+-characteristic. In order to solve for the two unknown variables 3 and 3 in equa-
tions (4) and (5) as well as the location of the intersection of the two characteristic
lines, initial values for 3 and 3 are chosen. Using these values, equations (1), (4)
and (5) can be solved for the remaining variables under the assumption of straight
line segments in between points. Usually 3 and 3 are assumed to be the arith-
metic mean value of the respective values at points 1 and 2:
3 =
1
2
(1 + 2)
and
3 =
1
2
(1 + 2) :
The obtained solutions are then used in an iteration process to account for the error
of the initial guess.
The process for a wall point is similar to the one for the internal flow point. The main
difference is, that only one neighbouring point on either a C+- or a C -characteristic
is known (see fig. 7).
It has to be acknowledged that the wall point unit process only works on previously
defined walls. It is not suitable on walls where the shape and location of the wall
are an outcome of the calculation. However, since the shape of the wall is known
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Figure 7: Schematic for the calculation of a wall point’s position and properties with
the Method of Characteristics.
2 = 0. From here on, the calculation is the same as above.
A shock point refers to a point situated immediately behind a shock wave (as dis-
played in fig. 8).
Figure 8: Schematic for the calculation of a shock point’s position and properties
with the method of characteristics.
For a given Mach number in front of the shock, there is only one valid combination
of values for the variables 2, 2 and the shock angle s in respect to the horizontal
axis. Once the shock angle is known, all flow properties can be calculated using
the relations for oblique shocks, see [1, pp. 128]. As with the other unit processes
iteration is necessary to achieve an accurate solution.
The combination of the unit processes plus a known flow condition upstream of
the regarded area, lead to a grid of characteristics within the flowfield. The flow
properties are known at each intersection of two characteristics, any point where
a characteristic impinges on a wall, points located immediately behind shocks and
immediately upstream of the constructed grid.
Earlier, the C+- and C -characteristics were introduced, however there is a third
kind of characteristic, called the C0-characteristic. The C0-characteristics describe
any streamline in the flowfield. Since the angle of the flow with respect to the axis
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of symmetry is known at any of the above mentioned points in the grid, streamlines
can be constructed from straight line segments in between C+- or C -characteristics,
respectively. The iterative process to construct a C0-characteristic will be examined
in section 6.1.
The calculation of streamlines can be used to determine an inviscid nozzle contour.
The obtained shape will avoid shocks within the nozzle and provide a uniform flow
at the exit plane. Fig. 9 shows an exemplary contour for an annular nozzle with a
centre-body constructed with the method of characteristics. Here the inflow Mach
number M4 , the area-ratio A10A4 as well as the normalised radius of the centre-body
rc
r4
and the nozzle entry plane r4
r4
have been defined prior to the calculation.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
0
0. 5
1
1. 5
2
2. 5
3
3. 5
4
4. 5
5
5. 5
6
M10
Nozzle5contour
Center-body
Initial5characteristic
x5/5r4
y5
/5r
4
Figure 9: Nozzle contour and characteristics grid built with the method of charac-
teristics for a nozzle with an area-ratio of A10
A4
= 10 and an inflow Mach number of
M4 = 1:5.
The nozzle contour starts with a sharp corner. The initial characteristic is construc-
ted as a straight line at that corner with an angle of
 =  arcsin
(
1
M4
)
relative to the axis of symmetry. It is then extended to the centre-body and split into
an arbitrary number (seven in the present case) of segments of equal length. The
initial characteristic is a C -characteristic and the points along the line each mark
the start of a C+-characteristic. When building a nozzle with a sharp corner, all
characteristics defining the centred expansion fan emanate from that corner. For
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the next characteristic, another point is put on the location of the corner, but with
different flow properties. The increment of change, usually given by M or , is
arbitrary within the limits of the Mach number range 0 < M  (M10  M4) or the
range of the Prandtl-Meyer function for the desired nozzle, respectively. Using the
unit processes the whole expansion fan can be constructed. The end is determined
by the local Mach number at the centre-body. If the Mach number at the centre-
body exceeds M10, the final characteristic is rebuilt with a smaller increment. This
process is repeated until the Mach number at the centre-body equals M10 within a
defined tolerance.
From here, a Mach cone defined by the local Mach number M10 is drawn starting
from the final point of the expansion fan. Downstream of this cone, the flow is uni-
form. The cone serves as the initial characteristic for the rest of the flowfield. While
constructing the remainder of the flowfield a streamline is extended, starting at the
sharp corner with the maximum flow angle max relative to the axis of symmetry, to
the next characteristic until the final Mach cone is reached.
Since in the present case an area-ratio has been defined instead of an exit Mach
number, the area of the nozzle’s final cross-section is calculated and depending
on the deviation from the defined area-ratio the whole process is repeated until
the correct value is reached. The exit Mach number used to start the iteration is
guessed, for example by applying the area-Mach number relation for quasi one
dimensional flow, see [1, p. 204], to the given area-ratio.
3.2 Streamline Tracing
Streamline tracing can be characterised as the process of following an infinitesimal
element of a fluid through a given flowfield and discretising its path. A streamline
Xs is a curve that is tangential to the local velocity vector V at every point on that
curve in an arbitrary flowfield. Streamlines generally describe the paths of least
resistance within the flow. Thus, forcing a flow to follow a different path always cre-
ates drag forces. Streamline tracing techniques have hence been used to minimise
the drag force of, for example, planes, cars, boats and various other objects.
Since the local flow velocity cannot have multiple directions, streamlines, per defin-
ition, cannot cross unless the norm of the velocity vector equals zero, i.e. jjVjj = 0.
For that reason streamlines are always determinate except at stagnation points.
This yields that in a given flowfield without stagnation points the paths of least res-
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istance are always distinct curves. Fig. 10 illustrates three arbitrary streamlines in
a Cartesian coordinate system.
Figure 10: Arbitrary streamlines in a Cartesian coordinate frame with three local
velocity vectors V1,V2 and V3.
Streamlines can be described by:
dXs (s)
ds
 V (Xs (s)) = 0: (7)
With
Xs (s) =

x (s)
y (s)
z (s)

and
V (Xs (s)) =

u (Xs (s))
v (Xs (s))
w (Xs (s))
 :
The variable s denotes the coordinate along a streamline Xs (s). Solving the vector
product in eq. (7) leads to:
dx (s)
u (Xs (s))
=
dy (s)
v (Xs (s))
=
dz (s)
w (Xs (s))
: (8)
Eq. (8) expresses mathematically what was stated above, namely that streamlines
are parallel to the velocity vector. The above equations are obviously independent
of time, thence they are only valid for a single instant in unsteady flows or steady
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flows in general. In order to determine a single streamline the set of differential
equations given in eq. (8) has to be solved starting from a set of initial correspond-
ing values for V0 and X0.
While there are several approaches to solving ordinary differential equations, the
only one presented here is the predictor-corrector method. It consists of two steps:
1. Predictor step: The next point on the streamline is approximated,
2. Corrector step: The point calculated in the predictor step is used to further
refine the solution using a different algorithm.
In this case the Euler method is used for the predictor step followed by the trapezoidal
rule for the corrector step.
The Euler method assumes that for a sufficiently small step s the derivative of a
function with respect to s is almost constant. Hence the value of the function at the
next location can be calculated by:
~yi+1 = yi + s  y 0i : (9)
Where the initial solution is given by:
y (s0) = y0
and the derivative of the function y , y 0 is a function of s and y :
y 0 = f (s; y) :
The accuracy of the Euler method is the highest as the step size s approaches
zero , i.e. s ! 0.
The corrector step is conducted by applying the trapezoidal rule to the approxim-
ation obtained by Euler’s method. The trapezoidal rule is an implicit method that
requires an approximation of the solution as one of its arguments. Instead of only
using the derivative at the point of origin, it calculates the arithmetic mean of the
derivatives at point i and the approximated point i + 1:
yi+1 = yi +
1
2
s  (y 0i + ~y 0i+1) : (10)
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In numerical applications, where the flow conditions are only stored in discrete
points, the derivative ~y 0i+1 is usually obtained by interpolation. The corrector step
can be repeated to further refine the approximation; however, a sufficiently small
step size s provides a good approximation without repeating the corrector step.
The process is then repeated for yi+2; yi+3; :::; yn.
From here on the discussion will focus on the calculation of streamlines in an
axisymmetric flowfield only. This is in accordance with the project description given
in chapter 1.2. Thus, when transferred into a cylindrical coordinate system x; r; ﬃ
streamlines are independent of the azimuthal coordinate ﬃ. Hence the streamline
function Xs becomes:
Xs (s) =

x (s)
r (s)
ﬃ

and the velocity vector can be written as:
V (s) =

u (s)
v (s)
0
 :
Applying the Euler method yields:
xi+1 = xi + r  u
v
and
ri+1 = ri + x  v
u
:
Substituting r for s  sin () and x for s  cos (), with  = arctan ( v
u
)
, gives the
Euler approximated values of Xs as a function of the variable s:
~xi+1 = xi + s  cos () ;
~ri+1 = ri + s  sin () :
Using the same substitutions as above for the corrector leads to:
xi+1 = xi + s  cos
(
1
2
(
 + ~
))
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and
ri+1 = ri + s  sin
(
1
2
(
 + ~
))
:
Where ~ denotes the flow angle at the point predicted by the Euler method.
The process is repeated until the whole streamline is discretised. It can then be
applied to any point in the flowfield where the initial solution X0;V0 is known. Fig. 11
depicts a number of streamlines in an axisymmetric expanding entirely supersonic
flowfield with a centre-body, discretised by the predictor-corrector method.
(a) (b)
Figure 11: Streamlines in an axisymmetric expanding supersonic flowfield with a
centre-body (a) in the x-y -plane and (b) in the y -z-plane.
3.3 Blending
In the present paper, the term blending describes the process of merging two or
more streamline traced shapes to form a single continuous shape with the de-
sired properties, i.e. specific user-defined in- and outflow cross-sections. This is
achieved by using a mathematical method developed by Barger [3]. It was inven-
ted originally to design the forebody of a supersonic airplane, where the shape
changed from an initially circular or nearly circular cross-section at the nose to a
different, for instance an elliptical or a canopy shape at the base. The method is
developed such that regions of high curvature and corners will be smoothed in the
blended areas.
The expression used to calculate the blended shape provides a kind of geometric
mean:
f (y) = [fA (y)]
1 E(x) [fB (y)]
E(x) : (11)
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Where the function E (x) is given by:
E (x) =
(
x
xB
)
: (12)
The functions fA (y) = zA and fB (y) = zB specify the respective cross-sections of
the two streamline traced shapes at the streamwise location x . f (y) = z denotes
the blended cross-section. With  > 0 being a free adjustable parameter. Low
values of  pronounce the shape given by fB (y) except for x ! 0. Hence, a small
 causes a quick transition from shape A to shape B, whereas for a large  shape
A is dominant until x approaches xB.
Fig. 12 shows two streamlines, one of each shape, and the resulting blended
streamline for different values of .
Figure 12: Two streamlines and the resulting blended streamline for  = 0:5 - - -
and  = 4 --.
Fig. 12 clearly supports the earlier statement that shape A is dominant for a large
 and shape B is more pronounced for a small . However, independent of 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the blended shape is always equal to shape A for x = 0 and equal to shape B
for x = xB. Note that values of 0:5 <  < 5 are most likely to create an accept-
able result. Outside of that range the local gradients @ y
@x
and @ z
@x
may differ greatly
from those of the streamline traced shapes. It is possible to use different values of
 for different streamlines of the same shape, for example by defining a function
(ﬃ). Although it should be acknowledged that a large  in between adjacent
streamlines can cause unsmooth regions.
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4 REST Inlet Design
The design methodology for shape transitioning nozzles is derived from the design
process of Rectangular to Elliptical shape Transitioning (REST) inlets. These inlets
were introduced by Smart in 1999 [19]. With a REST inlet it is possible to mount
several scramjet engines side-by-side without gaps in between two engines, while
at the same time elliptical combustors can be used. The modular approach with
multiple engines on a single vehicle holds the obvious advantage that thrust pro-
duction can be adapted to the mission profile without the need to design and build
a complete new engine every time a mission attribute changes. REST inlets are
also fully integrated into the body of the vehicle.
Elliptical combustors have a smaller surface area when compared to a rectangular
shape of the same cross-section area. Apart from the lower structural weight this
significantly reduces aerodynamic drag and cooling requirements. Furthermore,
they avoid the possibly negative impacts of corner flows of rectangular combustors.
At the same time elliptical combustors profit from the proximity of the centre of the
flow to the broader sides of the ellipse. Fuel injected into the flow from those sides
can easily penetrate the centre of the stream, providing good options for thorough
mixing of fuel and air. Elliptical combustors have been investigated for instance by
Smart and Becket [21].
REST inlets provide good flow uniformity as well as a small drag coefficient [19].
They perform well under off-design conditions [19], [22] and exceed the two dimen-
sional inlet starting limit for the internal contraction ratio formulated by Kantrowitz
and Donaldson [13].
The current section will elaborate on the design process of a REST inlet.
4.1 Compression Field
The first step in developing a REST inlet is to define an axisymmetric compress-
ing flowfield, whose properties are desired for the inlet. It has to provide a target
compression ratio at a given inflow Mach number, which is determined by the mis-
sion profile and the vehicle’s forebody. Smart [19] initially used a reversed cut-off
expander to create an approximation of an ideal compression field with minimal
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losses. Another type of compression field, which has been successfully used in
REST inlets, is a truncated Busemann diffuser. Smart [19] describes the general
desirable attributes for the compression field as:
• Maximum total pressure recovery,
• maximum shock strength without causing boundary layer separation,
• minimal length and
• a maximally uniform flow at the inlet exit.
A centre-body is added to avoid shock focussing on the axis of symmetry and thus
the inherent losses associated with it. The flowfield of choice will always be a
compromise of the given criteria. It is up to the designer to choose a flowfield that
best serves his purposes.
While it is acknowledged that there may be other types of flowfields that qualify as
a compression field under the given constraints, only the properties of the above
mentioned types of flowfields will be discussed in the following.
Reversed Expander: Here, the term reversed expander refers to a truncated
axisymmetric expanding annular flowfield, in which the flow is reversed to turn it
into a diffuser. The wall contour of the annular flowfield is computed by means of
the method of characteristics, with a pre-defined throat Mach number and pressure
ratio, compare fig. 9. As seen in section 3.1, an exit Mach number has to be defined
to compute a nozzle contour with the method of characteristics. In the case of the
reversed expander, the exit Mach number is defined by the free stream conditions
and the angle of the forebody of the vehicle. The radius of the centre-body is initially
guessed and iterated later to obtain a defined centre-body radius to exit radius ratio
rc
r10
.
In the next step the expander is truncated at a finite angle to reduce the length of
the nozzle. The lip angle is to be chosen by the designer and has great influence
on the resulting flowfield. A steeper angle reduces the length of the nozzle but
at the same time produces a stronger oblique shock and therefore higher losses
associated with the shock. A shallow lip angle causes the nozzle to be longer and
thus increases the viscous drag on the surface as well as the weight of the inlet.
Furthermore, since the upper surface of the inlet is forward facing, the pressure on
that surface causes a drag force. A longer inlet hence causes a higher inviscid drag
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force as well. The lip angle has to be carefully chosen and compared to different
configurations to obtain the optimal trade-off for the inlet. On the throat end of the
nozzle, the wall contour will be adapted so it smoothly joins the throat. In order to
achieve low flow non-uniformity, the impinging shocks need to be cancelled in the
throat region. The definition of the wall contour at this end of the flowfield therefore
has a great impact on the flow entering the isolator and the combustor.
Truncated Busemann diffuser: The Busemann diffuser, named after its inventor
Adolf Busemann [4], is an axisymmetric supersonic inlet, that provides a uniform
exit flow parallel to the axis of symmetry with few aerodynamic losses. The flowfield
in a Busemann diffuser can be calculated using the Taylor-Maccoll equation [1, p.
370]. The wall contour of the Busemann diffuser can be any streamsurface in the
calculated flowfield. Fig. 13 shows the schematic of a Busemann diffuser.
Figure 13: Schematic of a Busemann diffuser [5, p. 499].
The leading edge of an ideal Busemann inlet is tangential to the direction of the
freestream, thence there is no leading edge shock. The following compression
surface is curved such that no shocks occur and the compression is isentropic.
The compression is terminated by a cone-shaped shock, originating from the focus
point of the generated compression waves. Since the Mach number is reduced
significantly upstream of the shock the losses it produces are minimal. At the shock,
all compression waves are cancelled and the flow is turned parallel to the axis of
symmetry. The whole flowfield can be defined by the properties of the conical
shock. In order to define a Busemann diffuser one has to set two of the three
following values:
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• The Mach number M2 upstream of the shock,
• the Mach number M3 downstream of the shock,
• the shock angle s .
However, the ideal Busemann diffuser is impractical as a physical inlet due to its
length. Furthermore, the thin leading edges would cause severe structural and
cooling problems. The ideal Busemann diffuser is therefore truncated at a finite lip
angle. This significantly reduces the weight and the viscous drag force of the inlet
but it also produces a leading edge shock. Keeping in mind the minimum length
requirement for the inlet, the truncated lip angle will be as big as possible while
the strength of the leading edge shock should be kept reasonably small to avoid
boundary layer separation. The resulting flowfield in the truncated diffuser is not
entirely conical any more. Consequently the flowfield cannot be calculated with the
Taylor-Maccoll equation. It is however possible to use an ideal Busemann diffuser
as the start for an iteration process. The diffuser is then truncated at the defined
lip angle and the resulting flowfield can be calculated, for instance by means of an
inviscid simulation software such as seagull. Based on the achieved compression
ratio a different Busemann diffuser can be chosen until the desired pressure ratio
is reached.
4.2 Inviscid Inlet
After the axisymmetric compression field is fully defined to the satisfaction of the
designer, the desired capture and throat shapes are constructed and discretised.
Each point along the two shapes is then streamline traced through the compres-
sion field. The streamline tracing process maintains the aerodynamic properties
of the parent flowfield, while giving the designer the freedom to arbitrarily choose
a capture and a throat shape that can be fitted inside the flowfield. Finally the
streamline traced inlets are blended to receive the shape transitioning inlet. The
schematic of a rectangular shape in a general axisymmetric compression field with
a centre-body is depicted in fig. 14.
As evident in fig. 14 the side-wall leading edges of the inlet are highly swept. Note
also the notched bottom-wall, in the following referred to as the cowl, as well as
the curved leading edge of the top-wall. These features account for the fact that
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Figure 14: Schematic of a rectangular shape streamline traced through an axisym-
metric compression field with a centre-body [19].
the flow in the compression field remains parallel to the axis of symmetry until it
encounters the leading edge shock. They represent the intersection of the shock
of the parent compression field with the REST inlet walls. The swept leading edges
and the notched cowl reduce the weight and the viscous drag of the inlet. Their
main advantage though, is that they allow the inlet to spill excess mass flow at
off-design conditions, thus allowing the inlet to start and operate below its design
Mach number. The streamwise location, where the inlet is fully enclosed is called
the point of cowl-closure.
In the REST inlet design process three inlet cross-section shapes are usually
defined. In compliance with the designation introduced by Smart [19] they are
defined as:
1. Shape A: The capture shape, it has to be fitted to the vehicle forebody and
allow for a modular setup of the vehicle. The cowl shape is arbitrary within
reason and mainly serves to reduce the necessary effort in the blending pro-
cess.
2. Shape C: The cross-section shape at the throat, it is determined by the shape
of the combustor.
3. Shape B: An intermediate shape between shapes A and C, situated at cowl
closure. It can be used to have additional control over the inlet’s geometry
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and simplify the shape transition. However, it can be omitted if shapes A and
C alone produce a satisfactory inlet.
Shapes A and B are placed in the entry plane of the parent flowfield and streamline
traced in the streamwise direction, whereas shape C is situated at the exit plane
of the compression field and streamline traced in the upstream direction. Fig. 15
shows the inlets resulting from streamline tracing typical shapes for A, B and C
through a compression field along with the corresponding shape as well as a num-
ber of cross-sections of the respective inlet. The depicted inlets will be referred to
as inlets A, B and C respectively.
Figure 15: Streamline traced inlets and the respective cross-section shapes[10].
Note that inlets A and B show the aforementioned curved leading edge of the top-
wall and all three streamline traced inlets have swept side-wall leading edges. Not
visible in the display in fig. 15 are the notched cowls of the inlets.
The demonstrated shape A can only be integrated in a vehicle with a planar fore-
body. However, Gollan and Smart have extended the REST inlet design methodo-
logy to be suitable for conical vehicles [10].
Using the blending function introduced in section 3.3 produces the inviscid shape
of the REST inlet. Inlets A and B are blended until the point of cowl closure after
which inlets B and C are blended. Comparing the three individual inlets in fig. 15,
emphasises the benefit of inlet B and the cowl form of shape A. While blending any
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number of inlets results in a shape that is not truly streamline traced, reducing the
disparity between the individual inlets decreases the deviation from a streamline
traced inlet and therefore from the properties of the parent flowfield. Blending inlet
A with inlet B and inlet B with inlet C, respectively, significantly reduces the effort in
the shape transitioning and the deviation from a truly streamline traced inlet. The
cowl shape of inlet A was chosen to resemble the cowl of inlet C for the same
reason.
The final form of an inviscid REST inlet can be viewed in fig. 16 as well as a series
of cross-sections of the inlet.
Figure 16: Inviscid REST inlet after the completion of the blending process.
4.3 Viscous Correction and Smoothing
So far no viscous effects have been regarded in the inlet design. To finalise the
inlet the boundary layer has to be accounted for. The growth of the boundary layer
effectively reduces the cross-sectional area and consequently increases the pres-
sure ratio of the inlet. A higher than intended pressure ratio reduces the inlet’s
capability to start at off-design conditions. In severe cases it may cause the inlet
to not start at all. Furthermore, the structural loads increase and the conditions in
the combustor vary strongly from the design point. In order to maintain the desired
pressure ratio, the boundary layer has to be calculated and its thickness added to
the inlet’s cross-sectional areas. In the presented method the boundary layer is
calculated separately for each blended streamline, assuming only small amounts
of crossflow.
Adding the calculated boundary layer thickness to the inviscid nozzle can lead to
a very rough surface. The inlet is therefore smoothed after applying the viscous
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correction. This process however will cause the section between the throat and the
isolator exit to not be perfectly elliptical any more. While this is not important at
the throat, the exit of the isolator has to be a true ellipse in order to be joined to
an elliptical combustor. Thus, the section between the throat and the isolator exit
is altered to represent a true ellipse at its exit. Despite the changes made, exper-
imental studies conducted by Smart at the NASA Langley Research Center [20]
show good agreement with the set design parameters.
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5 Nozzle Design
In general the nozzle design methodology is the same as it is for REST inlets.
First, an annular parent flowfield with a uniform in- and outflow is designed. Then
the desired in- and outflow cross-sections are constructed and discretised through
the same number of points, respectively. Each of these points is streamline traced
through the parent flowfield to receive two streamline traced nozzles of different
geometries. Finally, the two streamline traced nozzles are blended to create the
inviscid shape transitioning nozzle.
The main differences in between the design of a REST inlet and a shape trans-
itioning nozzle are the design criteria for the parent flowfield that is used in the
streamline tracing process. The expanding flowfield is determined by the flow con-
ditions at the exit of the combustor and the area-ratio A10
A4
as opposed to a pressure
ratio in the REST inlet design. The area-ratio is preset per the geometry of the
vehicle or the area of the capture shape and the exit area of the combustor A4,
depending on the vehicle’s setup. However, the nozzle should be designed to use
the maximum available area for thrust production, without unreasonably increasing
the vehicle’s drag.
In the following the nozzle design process will be examined; the terminology is ad-
opted from the inlet design. The orientation of the coordinate frame is such that
x coincides with the axis of symmetry of the annular flowfield and the symmetry
plane of the streamline traced nozzles and the shape transitioning nozzle is the
x; y -plane.
5.1 Expansion Field
At supersonic speeds an expanding flowfield is generally easier to handle than a
compressing one. A purely expanding supersonic flow does not promote strong
boundary layer growth or separation. Inherent problems of inlets and combustors
such as unstart and thermal choking do not occur in a nozzle. Thus, the main focus
for the design of the expansion field is on maximum thrust within the geometrical
and physical constraints of the scramjet engine. The purpose of the design of a
parent flowfield is the same as for a REST inlet, to capture its properties while al-
lowing for arbitrary shapes of the nozzle’s in- and outflow cross-sections. Here,
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an annular minimum length nozzle with a centre-body is calculated. The flowfield
inside that nozzle then serves as the parent flowfield.
The wall contour of the annular nozzle used in the present paper is calculated by
means of the method of characteristics. A schematic is depicted in fig. 17.
Figure 17: Schematic of the annular nozzle with a centre-body.
The variable ra designates the initial arc radius. For ra = 0 a centred expansion fan
forms on the outer wall of the nozzle at station 4; for any other value the expansion
waves form along the initial arc, thus increasing the expansion field’s length. The
gradual change of the flow properties along an initial arc provides a highly uniform
flow as required in wind tunnels. The gains by an increased uniformity of the flow
are usually outweighed by the additional length of the nozzle. In the paper at hand
ra = 0 is chosen in order to minimise the flowfield’s length. It should be noted that
even if ra = 0 the shape transitioning nozzle can have an initial arc, depending on
the position of shape A in the flowfield. The initial radius of the outer wall r4 is used
to normalise all geometric variables. The radius of the centre-body is defined by rc .
The initial Mach number is given by the flow conditions at the exit of the combustor.
The exit Mach number M10 to terminate the method of characteristics is at first es-
timated with the one dimensional area-Mach number relation [1, p. 204]. Based on
the respective exit area A10, the exit Mach number is recalculated and the method
of characteristics is repeated until the desired area-ratio is reached. The radius of
the centre-body has a great effect on the shape of streamline traced nozzles. This
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effect will be discussed in section 5.2. The flowfield inside the computed geometry
is calculated using NASA’s finite difference solver seagull [18]. Fig. 18 shows
an axisymmetric annular expansion field with a centre-body as used in the nozzle
design process. It was designed with an area-ratio of A10
A4
= 10, an inflow Mach
number of M4 = 2:5 and a centre-body with a normalised radius of rcr4 = 0:6.
Figure 18: Axisymmetric annular expansion field with a centre-body calculated with
the method of characteristics and Mach number contours of the flowfield as cal-
culated by seagull.
The centred expansion fan, that forms at the start of the expansion field is reflected
by the centre-body and eventually cancelled on the outer boundary of the flowfield.
The resulting flowfield is solely expanding and produces a flow that is aligned with
the axis of symmetry downstream of the last expansion wave. The inviscid calcula-
tion with seagull shows a uniform Mach number at the exit plane of the nozzle.
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5.2 Inviscid Nozzle
As in the inlet design, the next step is to streamline trace shapes A and C through
the expansion field to obtain nozzles A and C, which are then blended to receive
an inviscid shape transitioning nozzle. There will be no intermediate shape B in the
presented design process, however it remains a viable option to further control the
shape of the inviscid nozzle should that be required. It is important to add that the
area-ratio, defined in the design of the parent flowfield, is unlikely to be maintained
in the streamline traced nozzles. Disparity’s of up to 4% are usually encountered
with the presented methodology and should be taken into account in the nozzle’s
evaluation.
For the streamline tracing process, shapes A and C are discretised through a num-
ber of points. Each of these points is the starting point of a streamline. In order to
perform the blending, the number of points that discretise shapes A and C has to
be the same for both shapes.
As stated earlier, shape A is an ellipse. In the present paper shape A always has
an aspect ratio of aA
bA
= 1:75. Where bA designates the smaller radius and aA desig-
nates the larger radius of the ellipse. Shape A is situated at station 4 in the parent
flowfield. The lowest point of shape A aligns with the centre-body, i.e. yA;min = rc .
To avoid errors in the streamline tracing process the top of shape A does not align
with the outer wall of the parent flowfield, but is situated at 90% its height, i.e.
yA;max = rc + 2bA = 0:9r4. This causes the resulting nozzle A to have an arc on
the upper wall along which the expansion waves are created rather than a centred
expansion fan.
The radius of the centre-body in the parent flowfield has a strong influence on the
shape of the streamline traced nozzles. Fig. 19 shows three expansion fields
with the same inflow Mach number M4 = 2:5, the same area A4, an area-ratio of
A10
A4
= 10 but different sized centre-bodies and the resulting nozzle A.
As in the previous section all geometrical variables are normalised by the radius
of the expansion field’s inflow cross-section r4. Obviously, increasing the centre-
body radius shortens the parent flowfield. This is due to the fact that the expansion
waves are reflected earlier the larger rc is. The main point however is the change
in the shape of nozzle A. The radius of the centre-body significantly changes the
result of the streamline tracing. It is hence possible to adjust nozzle A to better fit
the respective scramjet. The more nozzle A resembles nozzle C, the less effort has
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Shape A in the
parent flowfield
Nozzle A in the
parent flowfield
Cross-sections
of nozzle A
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 19: Effects of different sized centre-bodies in an expansion field with A10
A4
=
10 and M4 = 2:5 on the shape of nozzle A. (a) rcr4 = 0:1, (b)
rc
r4
= 0:45 and (c)
rc
r4
= 0:8.
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to be put into the blending process and the streamline traced qualities of nozzle A
can be preserved to a higher extent. In the present paper for instance, the width
of shape C is preset by the capture shape of the inlet. Given this constraint the
centre-body radius can be adjusted so that the exit shape of nozzle A has a similar
width as shape C. This reduces the curvature and avoids non-smooth regions in
the blended nozzle.
A very distinct feature of all three nozzle shapes in fig. 19 is that the width at the
bottom of the nozzle reduces in the streamwise direction. This creates a forward
facing surface and is characteristic for streamline traced shapes in an axisymmetric
annular expansion field with a centre-body. Fig. 20 illustrates the mentioned feature
for a streamline traced ellipse in an expansion field with a normalised centre-body-
radius of r4
rc
= 0:78. The inflow and exit cross-sections are highlighted as a visual
aid.
Figure 20: Nozzle A with forward facing surface area. Parent flowfield design para-
meters are: A10
A4
= 10, M4 = 2:5 and r4rc = 0:78.
The orientation of the hatched surface area causes the force on that surface to
reduce the thrust produced by the nozzle. It should be noted that a smaller centre-
body results in a smaller forward facing area in relation to the size of the exit area,
compare fig. 19. However, it cannot be avoided entirely.
It is necessary to add that this part of the nozzle surface is where the expansion
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waves are reflected, see fig. 9 for reference. Manually altering this surface to avoid
the drag force thence causes a considerable deviation from the parent flowfield.
Attempts to design a nozzle C so that any forward facing surfaces would be elimin-
ated in the blending process were unsuccessful. The magnitude of the drag force
in relation to the produced thrust and the effects on the viability of the nozzle will
be examined in section 7.
In the paper at hand shape C consists of three sides of a rectangle and the bottom
section of the outflow cross-section of nozzle A. The area at station 10 is the same
for nozzles A and C in order to maintain the area-ratio. Shape C and the corres-
ponding outflow cross-section of nozzle A are shown in fig. 21.
Figure 21: Shape C in comparison with the outflow cross-section of the correspond-
ing nozzle A. Design parameters are: A10
A4
= 10, M4 = 2:23 and r4rc = 0:78.
This design minimises the necessary blending while meeting the requirements for
a modular engine setup. Nozzle A is designed such that the width and height of its
outflow cross-section are close to the width and height of shape C. The variables
zmax;10 and ymax;10 in fig. 21 must never be exceeded by the shape transitioning
nozzle in order to ensure the possibility for body integration and modularity of the
engine. Fig. 22 depicts the complete nozzle C as well as a number of cross-
sections.
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Figure 22: Streamline traced shape and a series of cross-sections of nozzle C for
A10
A4
= 10, M4 = 2:23 and r4rc = 0:78.
The blending process of the two streamline traced nozzles can be influenced as
described in section 3.2. In order to maintain the properties of the parent flowfield,
the blending process is not started at station 4, but behind the region where the
expansion waves emanate from the top wall. The starting point of the blending is
set for each pair of streamlines individually. The bottom section of nozzles A and
C is the same, the expansion waves in the blended nozzle are therefore reflected
in the same way as in the streamline traced nozzles. Values of 0:5    1:0 have
been used for the blending in order to achieve a quick transition from nozzle A to
nozzle C. By doing this, the major part of the shape transition happens in a region
where expansion waves are neither created, nor reflected nor cancelled. The prop-
erties of the parent flowfield are thus captured to a high extent. In fig. 23 a resulting
inviscid shape transitioning nozzle is displayed.
Evidently, the shape transitioning nozzle does not exceed zmax;10 or ymax;10. The
surface of the nozzle is smooth and no strong or unwanted curvature occurs. The
area-ratio of the displayed nozzle is A10
A4
= 10:38.
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Figure 23: Inviscid shape transitioning nozzle as a three dimensional surface plot
and a number of cross-sections for the design parameters: A10
A4
= 10, M4 = 2:23,
r4
rc
= 0:78 and  = 0:5.
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6 Implementation
The implementation of the methodology described in section 5 uses scripts to con-
trol a number of tools that are used to carry out the individual operations. The main
tool used in the design process is the development tool for REST inlets called Stile.
Stile was written and developed at the University of Queensland by Rowan Gollan
and provides the routines for the streamline tracing and blending of the streamline
traced nozzles. IMOC by Peter Jacobs [12] is used to build the parent flowfield’s
wall contour. The flow properties of the axisymmetric expansion field are calculated
by using NASA’s finite differences solver seagull [18].
However, the first step is to define an input file. The input file is written in the script-
ing language Lua. Therein, the input parameters for the expansion field M4, A10=A4,
r4=rc , the ratio of specific heats  and several control parameters for the method
of characteristics, the streamline tracing and the blending process are defined. It
is possible to define an initial arc radius for the expansion field’s wall contour, thus
the expansion waves do not form a centred expansion fan but originate along the
initial arc radius. Furthermore, a conical centre-body can be created by defining
a centre-body slope. However, the initial arc radius and the conical centre-body
will not be employed in the work at hand. A typical input file can be found in the
appendix.
The respective scripts that control the used tools will be examined in the following.
A number of shell scripts, that will not be examined here, combine the different
tools and create the required input files from the respective output.
To provide an overview fig. 24 shows a flowchart of the nozzle design process,
including in- and outputs for the respective tools.
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Figure 24: Flowchart of the tools used in the nozzle design process including their
in- and output.
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6.1 Axisymmetric nozzle contour calculation with the
Interactive Method of Characteristics (IMOC)
IMOC provides all the routines necessary for the method of characteristics. It re-
quires an input script written in Tcl. The script described in the following can be
viewed in the appendix. It is an adaption of the script that was written by Michael
Smart to create the reversed expander for the inlet design, compare section 4.1.
The IMOC input script requires a file containing the Tcl commands to set the values
of the input variables. The following values need to be set for a calculation:
• The inflow Mach number M4,
• the area-ratio A10
A4
,
• the ratio of specific heats ,
• an estimate for the exit Mach number M10,
• the centre-body radius rc ,
• the increment for the Prandtl-Meyer function 0,
• the increment increasing the distance between grid points on the final Mach
cone L0,
• the initial arc radius ra,
• the slope of the centre-body @ rc
@x
and
• a geometrical restriction for the method of characteristics mesh ymax > r10.
After initialising all required functions as well as loading the in- and output files
and the graphical user interface, the script starts by defining the centre-body. It is
important to define all points on the centre-body as wall points. IMOC automatically
connects wall points of the same wall to create a continuous wall. The definition
will be needed later on to create wall nodes. The first node of the characteristics
mesh is set at x = 0 and y = 1:0. This is consistent with the previously mentioned
normalisation by r4. Starting from that point and ending at the centre-body, the initial
characteristic is formed along the Mach cone defined by the inflow Mach number
M4. The number of points can be set by the user. The script in the appendix uses
8 points that are equally distributed along the characteristic. The coordinates of
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these points are defined by the angle of the Mach cone and the chosen number of
points. For the first characteristic, the connections in between points have to be set
manually. Every node that is constructed by IMOC contains information about its
location, some flow properties at that location, such as the local Mach number and
the angle of the flow, and which points are its neighbours on each characteristic.
The next step is to calculate the remaining expansion waves. Depending on the
initial arc radius ra, the first node of the next characteristic is either on top of the
first node of the initial characteristic, for ra = 0, or on the initial arc, for ra 6= 0. The
flow properties of the new node are defined by increasing the value of the Prandtl-
Meyer function by 0. Note that it is also possible to use a Mach number increment
to define the flow properties at the new node. Here, values of 0:015  0  0:02
are chosen for the increment. Slight adjustments of 0, typically around 0:001,
may be necessary if the calculation returns illogical results or crashes.
To complete the characteristic, the IMOC function to calculate interior nodes along
C -characteristics MarchAlongCMinus is called. This function requires a node on
the new characteristic, an adjacent node on a C+-characteristic and a flag to tell it
to proceed in the up- or downstream direction. Fig. 25 illustrates the procedure.
Figure 25: Construction of a new C -characteristic.
Using the unit process for interior nodes, IMOC calculates a new node from the two
adjacent nodes. It then steps along the C -characteristic to create the next node.
In fig. 25 nodes 7 and 2 are used to create node 8, nodes 8 and 3 create node
9 and so on. The function automatically stops when it cannot find the two nodes
required to create a new one. In fig. 25 two more nodes will be created after node
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10. The unit process for a wall node, implemented as CMinusWallNode, has to be
used to finish the new characteristic. The unit process functions automatically set
coordinates, flow properties and connectivity information when creating the node.
The described process continues building C -characteristics until the local Mach
number at a wall node on the centre-body equals or exceeds M10. If the Mach
number at the last node Mc is not equal to M10, the last characteristic is deleted
and reconstructed with a different . This is repeated until Mc M10
M10
< 0:00005. The
following equation is used for the iteration:
new = old  M10  Mold
Mc  Mold ; (13)
where old is the current increment of the Prandtl-Meyer equation. Before the first
step of the iteration old = 0. Mold is the Mach number at the wall node of the
second to last characteristic and Mc designates the Mach number at the wall node
of the last characteristic.
Since the flow is uniform at the end of the flowfield, a Mach cone with a Mach
angle of c = arcsin( 1Mc ) terminates the characteristics mesh. From each node
on the final Mach cone, a C+-characteristic is created using the interior node unit
process function MarchAlongCPlus. After each C+-characteristic is constructed the
C0-characteristic, starting at the first node of the characteristics mesh, is extended
to the newest C+-characteristic, by the function ExtendStreamlineToGivenLine.
As mentioned in section 3.1 a C0-characteristic equals a streamline. Here, it is
used as the wall contour of the parent flowfield. When the last C+-characteristic is
reached, the C0-characteristic is extended to the final Mach cone to complete the
wall contour. The process of building the C+- and C0-characteristics is illustrated in
fig. 26. The points o; b; e and t are used for the construction of the streamline,
which is explained below.
Starting from a point where the conditions are known, designated in the following by
the index o, the C0-characteristic is extended to the next C+-characteristic, compare
fig. 26. The process used to build the C0-characteristic is such, that all straight line
segments of the target characteristic are tested until a valid intersection is met.
First, to start the iteration, the solution point is assumed to be at the centre of the
respective line segment:
xt = 0:5  (xb + xe)
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Figure 26: Construction of C+-characteristics and the streamline.
and
yt = 0:5  (yb + ye):
Here, the index t denotes the target point and indices b and e denote the beginning
and the end of the line segment, respectively. The flow angle t is interpolated
linearly:
t = 0:5  (1 + 2):
In the second step a straight line is extended from point o to the new characteristic.
The mean of the sine and cosine of the flow angles o and t defines the slope of
the new streamline segment:
sin (C0) = 0:5  (sin(o) + sin(t))
and
cos (C0) = 0:5  (cos(o) + cos(t)) :
The intersection of the new streamline segment and the characteristic is calculated
as:
xt 0 = xb +   (xe   xb)
yt 0 = yb +   (ye   yb):
Where  is the ratio of the distance between points t 0 and b and e and b:
 =
(xo   xb)  sin (C0)  (yo   yb)  cos (C0)
(xe   xb)  sin (C0)  (ye   yb)  cos (C0)
:
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A valid intersection has to meet the following requirement:√
(xt 0   xt)2 + (yt 0   yt)2  10 5:
If the requirement is not met, point t 0 is set as the new point t and the process is
repeated 15 times before it moves on to the next line segment of the target charac-
teristic.
Once the streamline is extended to the final characteristic, the area-ratio of the
flowfield is computed by: (
A10
A4
)
Mc
=
r 210   r 2c
r 24   r 2c
:
If the calculated area-ratio deviates from the targeted area-ratio by more than
0.01% the whole characteristics mesh is deleted and the calculation restarts with a
different Mach number M10, given by:
M10 = Mc 
 A10A4(
A10
A4
)
Mc

2 2
+1
:
When the correct area-ratio is reached the normalised coordinates of each point
along the streamline and the local slope are written into an output file in the form of
a Lua table, for instance point{x = 0.1, y = 1, slope = 0.331}. In a separate
file, the Mach number Mc and the streamwise coordinate of the intersection of
the first and last expansion wave with the centre-body are stored, respectively.
The x-coordinate of all outputs is increased by xsgl
r4
= 0:1 for compatibility with
seagull. The IMOC output files steamlinepts and expan.out of the nozzle that is
investigated in section 7.1 can be seen in the appendix.
6.2 Inviscid flowfield calculation with seagull
The finite difference solver seagull developed by Manuel Salas [18] at the NASA
Langley Research Center uses the shock fitting method to calculate two-dimensional
inviscid supersonic flows. It has been adapted by Rowan Gollan to be able to ac-
cept Lua scripts to define the geometry of the flowfield. It requires three files to
start a calculation:
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• geomb.lua: defines the geometry of the bottom part of the flowfield. In this
case the centre-body.
• geomc.lua: defines the wall contour of the flowfield.
• sglin: sets simulation parameters, for instance number of cells, inflow condi-
tions and the length of the flowfield.
As stated in the preceding section an offset of xsgl
r4
= 0:1 is used to transfer the
geometry from IMOC to seagull. The length of the flowfield defined in sglin is
increased by 2  xsgl
r4
= 0:2 compared to the value returned by IMOC. This is ne-
cessary, because seagull requires a small section of constant properties at the
beginning and the end of the flowfield for a calculation.
The wall contour is constructed from cubic monotone segments that join smoothly
at the points calculated with IMOC. The calculation of the line segments follows the
method proposed by Gasparo and Morandi [8] and is implemented in Stile. seagull
requires the function of the wall contour along with its first and second derivative
with respect to x , i.e. @ y
@x
and @
2y
@x2
, respectively.
seagull returns the file sgl.dat that contains the flow properties as well as the
geometry of the expansion field. The flow data generated by seagull will be used
for the streamline tracing of the in- and outflow shapes for the shape transitioning
nozzle.
6.3 Streamline tracing and blending with Stile
The Computer tools for developing Shape-Transitioning Inlets for hypersonic air-
breathing engines (Stile) are an assembly of different tools and scripts that are re-
quired in the REST-inlet design process. Stile was programmed by Rowan Gollan
at the Centre for Hypersonics. It is created such that the designer has to manually
set all design criteria for the inlet, for instance the definition of the compression
field, and the program takes care of the necessary calculations. The whole design
process is split into multiple parts to enable the designer to check and control the
individual design steps when they are finished.
In the nozzle design process several of the tools included in Stile are used, for ex-
ample for the streamline tracing and the blending of nozzles A and C. The script
applied to build the shape transitioning nozzle in the paper at hand can be found in
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the appendix. It is an adaption of Rowan Gollan’s script to streamline trace a com-
bustor shape backwards through a compression field and build an inviscid surface
for a REST inlet from the streamlines.
The script described in the following first discretises shape A through a number of
points, then places shape A in the flowfield and streamline traces every point on
shape A through the expansion field. The same process is then repeated for shape
C. Finally both nozzles are blended to receive the shape transitioning nozzle.
The first part of the script serves to define global variables, include the required
functions from Stile and the math library and set the storage location for the output
files.
The points discretising shape A are distributed in equal sweeps of angle around
the centre of the ellipse. The streamline tracing method described in section 3.2
is applied to each of the points along shape A individually by use of the Stile func-
tion get_streamline. The function requires the point coordinates, the direction
in which to execute the streamline tracing, a step size and the x-coordinate of
stations 4 and 10 as input. As mentioned in section 5.2, the ellipse has an as-
pect ratio of aA
bA
= 1:75. The topmost point of the ellipse is set at 90% of r4, i.e.
yA;max = rc + 2bA = 0:9r4, to keep the streamline tracing from overstepping the
boundaries of the flowfield. A small off-set of y
r4
= 0:001 is used to ensure that the
streamline on the surface of the centre-body is within the flowfield.
Shape C is discretised such that it forms three sides of a rectangle. The bottom
part of shape C is an exact copy of the bottom part of the shape of nozzle A at
station 10, compare fig. 21. The width of shape C is determined by the width
of the capture shape of the HIFiRE 7 configuration [17], that was investigated at
the Centre for Hypersonics. The ratio of the width of the ellipse at the combustor
exit to the width of the capture shape of the inlet employed in the work at hand is
zmax;1
zmax;4
= 1:489 = zmax;10
zmax;4
. The height of shape C is calculated under the constraint
that the area at station 10 of nozzles A and C is the same, i.e. AA;10 = AC;10. To
build shape C, the points at station 10 of nozzle A are extracted from the stream-
lines using the Stile function get_flow_data. This function returns a data object
that contains all the flow data of the given streamline at the defined location, in this
case at station 10. From this data object the coordinates of the respective stream-
line at station 10 can be extracted. From the full array of all coordinates of nozzle
A at station 10 a cross section is created with the Stile function Cross_Section to
calculate the exact area at station 10. The array of coordinates and the area are
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handed to the local function discretise_rectangular_shape along with the width
of shape C, given by zmax;10 = 1:489  aA. Therein, the points that define the bottom
part of the created cross section and do not exceed zmax;10 are collected in a sep-
arate array. In case there is no point with z = zmax;10 on the streamlines of nozzle
A, a point with z = zmax;10 is extrapolated from the slope in between the last two
points, where z < zmax;10. This partial area of nozzle A forms the bottom section of
shape C. The rectangular part of shape C is defined by zmax;10 hrec = AA;10 AC;bot .
Where hrec designates the height of the rectangle and AC;bot the area of the pre-
viously defined bottom section of shape C. The optimal distribution of points along
the sides of the rectangle was found empirically. It should resemble the distribution
of streamlines of nozzle A at station 10. Otherwise, blended streamlines can incor-
porate unwanted features such as strong curvature.
Other forms of shape C are available in the script, however, the shape C shown
in fig. 21 produced the smoothest results for the shape transitioning nozzle. The
streamline tracing is then executed in the upstream direction for each point discret-
ising shape C.
Stile routines to create surfaces and cross-sections from streamlines are employed
for the visualisation of the two streamline traced nozzles.
The final step is to blend the streamline traced nozzles into the shape transitioning
nozzle. Here, in order to maintain the properties of the parent flowfield as much
as possible, the blending parameters are set individually for every streamline. The
Stile function Lofted_line, which executes the blending of the streamlines, re-
quires seven inputs. The first two inputs are corresponding streamlines of nozzles
A and C, respectively. The third and fourth define a streamwise location xds and xde .
These locations define the streamwise interval of the streamlines that is used in the
blending process. At any streamwise location outside that interval, conditions are
assumed to be constant and the same as at the start and the end of the interval,
respectively. The fifth and sixth input define the x-locations xbs and xbe . These loc-
ations give the start and the end of the blending process. The blended streamline
will be equal to the streamline from nozzle A for x  xbs , a blend between the two
input streamlines for xbs < x < xes and equal to the streamline from nozzle C for
x  xes . The seventh input defines the value of  in equation (12).
In the script used in the present paper xbs is calculated individually for every stream-
line. It is determined such that no blending occurs at the part of the surface where
the expansion waves form. This assures, that the expansion waves form the same
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way they do in the parent flowfield. The script calculates the location where the
slope of the streamline from nozzle A is constant but not equal to zero to achieve
that.
If at any location xcr it along a streamline y > y10;max or z > z10;max , the two original
streamlines are blended again with xbe < xcr it . This ensures an entirely divergent
nozzle geometry.
The value of  = 0:5 in the present input file is very low; it was chosen to quickly
transition from nozzle A to nozzle C in the region where expansion waves neither
form nor where they are cancelled. While the blending process is not finished until
x = xbe is reached, a low  ensures that the deviation from a streamline traced
shape is highest in the region that does not affect the parent flowfield’s expansion
waves.
With the above described implementation, the expansion waves form and are re-
flected exactly as in the parent flowfield. From x = xbs the shape transitioning
nozzle is not streamline traced any more. Here, the flow properties are different
from the properties of the parent flowfield. It is the aim of the presented implement-
ation to use the described tools to preserve the parent flowfield’s properties to the
highest possible extent.
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7 Simulations
In this section the flow through a three dimensional shape transitioning nozzle,
designed with the methodology and the tools described in the previous sections,
is simulated with the Centre for Hypersonics’ compressible Navier-Stokes solver
Eilmer3 [9]. Eilmer3 can perform two- and three-dimensional transient calculations
on structured grids. The finite volume approach is used to solve the conservation
equations for mass, momentum, energy and species.
7.1 Inviscid nozzle performance
In the following the results of an inviscid simulation will be evaluated and compared
to the parent flowfield. The expansion field was designed with an area-ratio of A10
A4
=
10 and a normalised centre-body radius of rc
r4
= 0:78. The streamline tracing causes
the shape transitioning nozzle to have an area-ratio of A10;n
A4;n
= 10:38. The inflow
conditions for the simulation were provided by Rowan Gollan. They are the average
values for Mach number M4, static pressure p4, static Temperature T4 and velocity
u4 of the combustor exit conditions from a full simulation of the interior flowpath
of the HIFiRE 7 configuration [17] with combustion, conducted at the Centre for
Hypersonics. The freestream conditions are M1 = 8:0, p1 = 1171:9 Pa and
T1 = 226 K at an angle of attack of  = 0. This corresponds to a flight altitude of
30 km. The injected fuel was ethylene (C2H4) at an equivalence ratio of  = 0:7.
The combustor exit conditions of the HIFiRE 7 simulation are displayed in fig. 27.
The average values, used as the inflow conditions for the inviscid calculation are
as follows:
M4 = 2:23
u4 = 1888:7
m
s
p4 = 73962 Pa
T4 = 1955:2 K
Air, modelled as a calorically perfect gas, with a ratio of specific heats of  = 1:26
and a specific gas constant of R = 288:6 JkgK is used to model the fluid inside the
nozzle.
The calculation was run on a structured grid with 1.48 million cells. The grid was
created with the commercial software GridPro. The grid consists of a mixture of
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(c) (d)
Figure 27: Combustor exit conditions of the HIFiRE 7 simulation at M1 = 8:0,
p1 = 1171:9 Pa and T1 = 226 K with combustion of ethylene (C2H4) fuel at
an equivalence ratio of  = 0:7.
C-type and H-type grid sections. Fig. 28 shows the blocks at three planes of the
grid, each block contains around 1030 cells. Due to the nozzle’s symmetry to the
x; y -plane only one half of the nozzle is gridded with a symmetry condition at the
x; y -plane.
The freestream around the nozzle is not considered in the simulation. The bound-
ary conditions at station 10 are an extrapolation of the flow inside the nozzle.
The calculation was run on the barrine high-performance computing unit at the Uni-
versity of Queensland.
Fig. 29 compares the Mach number contours as calculated for the parent flow-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 28: Blocks at three streamwise locations of the computational grid. (a) sta-
tion 10, (b) intermediate plane halfway between stations 10 and 4, (c) station
4.
field by seagull with the Mach number contours of the shape transitioning nozzle.
It can be seen in fig. 29, that the Mach number distribution in both flowfields is very
similar. Both flows expand to the same Mach number and show an almost uniform
flow at the nozzle exit plane. A perfectly uniform flowfield can not be expected for
either flowfield due to the numerical nature of the method of characteristics and
the shape transition. This result indicates a quasi streamline traced behaviour of
the shape transitioning nozzle despite the considerable geometrical deviation from
a truly streamline traced nozzle. To evaluate the flow in planes other than the
symmetry plane, the distribution of the Mach number at station 10 of the shape
transitioning nozzle is shown in fig. 30.
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Figure 29: (a) Mach number contours of the parent flowfield and (b) Mach number
contours of the shape transitioning nozzle at the symmetry plane.
The observed Mach number distribution in the y ; z-plane at station 10 reinforces
the conclusion that the shape transitioning nozzle behaves similarly to a streamline
traced nozzle. This is considered a good result, regarding the practical use of the
presented design methodology.
In the following the inviscid forces on the shape transitioning nozzle are calculated.
The reduction of the inviscid thrust by the forward facing surface area for r4 = 1 m
is used to determine the viability of the designed nozzle. All forces are calculated
by evaluating the static pressure on the interior surface of the nozzle. The local
surface normal of each cell is used to determine the orientation of the resulting
force. Eventually, the thrust coefficient CT given by:
CT =
T
p4A4
(14)
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Figure 30: Mach number distribution at the exit plane of the shape transitioning
nozzle.
is calculated and compared to the thrust coefficient of the the shape transitioning
nozzle without the drag force. Fig. 31 shows the distribution of static pressure in
the symmetry plane of the nozzle.
The resulting forces are:
T 0n = 2422:50 N;
Dn = 309:62 N;
Tn = T
0
n  Dn = 2122:88 N and
Ln = 964:38 N:
Here, T 0n designates the thrust of the nozzle without considering the forward facing
surface. Dn is the inviscid drag force and Tn the inviscid net thrust of the shape
transitioning nozzle. Ln designates the lift force.
The forward facing surface area reduces the nozzle’s inviscid thrust by 12.78%.
Obviously, this value is too high for a viable nozzle. It should be the objective of
subsequent work to reduce the drag force considerably.
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Figure 31: Pressure contours in the symmetry plane of the inviscid shape trans-
itioning nozzle.
The thrust coefficient of the shape transitioning nozzle CT;n hence becomes:
CT;n =
Tn
p4aAbA
= 1:45:
Where the radii of the ellipse at station 4 are:
bA =
0:9  r4   rc
2
= 0:06 m
and
aA = 1:75  bA = 0:105 m:
The thrust coefficient for the shape transitioning nozzle without the drag force is:
C 0T;n =
T 0T;n
p4aAbA
= 1:66:
Given the good agreement of the internal flowfield of the shape transition nozzle
and the parent flowfield, C 0T;n can be regarded as the optimum thrust coefficient,
that can be reached with the presented methodology.
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8 Conclusion and Perspective
A methodology was introduced to design an elliptical to rectangular shape trans-
itioning nozzle. It was derived from the REST-inlet design approach developed by
Smart [19]. Its purpose is to design a scramjet engine for a modular vehicle setup
with full body integration and an elliptical combustor.
First, a minimum length expanding annular flowfield with the desired nozzle prop-
erties is designed by use of the method of characteristics. Individual nozzle entry
and exit-plane geometries are then constructed and discretised. Each point on the
discretised shapes is streamline traced through the parent flowfield to receive two
separate nozzles. In the last step the nozzles are blended such that the resulting
shape transitioning is smooth, without strong curvature and that it captures the par-
ent flowfield’s flow properties to a high extent.
An inviscid simulation of the shape transitioning nozzle demonstrates the success-
ful capture of the expansion field’s flow properties. Mach number contours show
good agreement with the annular parent flowfield and a highly uniform flow in the
exit plane of the nozzle. An evaluation of the inviscid thrust of the shape trans-
itioning nozzle, however, shows that the drag force caused by the forward facing
surface area is too high for a practical use of the simulated nozzle.
8.1 For future work
Although the designed nozzle is not viable for practical use due to the high drag
force, the methodology can be used to design well performing shape transitioning
nozzle’s. The ratio of the forward facing surface area to the size of the thrust surface
reduces considerably for smaller centre-body radii. The performance of inviscid
shape transitioning nozzle’s with smaller centre-body radii should be investigated
to confirm this statement.
A different way to omit the drag force is to manually alter the bottom part of the
nozzle. This can be done to eliminate all forward facing surface area and thus
the drag force. However, the resulting flowfield will deviate considerably from the
parent flowfield, since the expansion waves will be reflected differently. Both design
approaches should be compared to determine the one that is better suited for a
thrust optimised nozzle.
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To further increase thrust production, Rao’s method of nozzle optimisation can be
employed for the design of the parent flowfield.
Finally, the viscous performance of the nozzle needs to be investigated. Based on
the results shown in section 7.1 the nozzle can be shortened considerably. Only
the regions of the nozzle surface, where expansion waves impinge or emanate
from are necessary in order to maintain the flow properties. All surface area in the
region of constant properties can by omitted. This will reduce the viscous drag and
the weight of the nozzle.
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10 Appendix
Scripts as used in the nozzle design process.
10.1 input file
'input.lua'
gas = {
gamma = 1.26
}
nozzle = {
M0 = 2.237627,
r_cbody = 0.78,
ht_frac = 0.9, -- top of the ellipse in the parent
-- flowfield in percent
dpm0 = 0.016,
dL0 = 0.55,
area_ratio = 10.0,
r = 0.0,
cbody_slope = 0.0,
aspect_ratio = 1.75,
alpha = 3
}
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10.2 Axisymmetric nozzle contour calculation with IMOC
'annular_nozzle.moc'
#
# script to calculate a minimum length axi-symmetric nozzle to
# be used in the design of streamline traced nozzles. Uses
# Peter Jacobs IMOC program
#
# Program requires a data file (expan.in) which is
# a list of TCL set commands for the following input
# parameters:
# M0 (throat Mach number)
# area_ratio (desired Area ratio)
# gamma
# and some other parameters as well.
#
# Program iterates on both the strength of the centred
# expansion and the area ratio till it matches
# the input parameters within a tolerance.
#
# author - J. Kunze
# date - 20-Nov-13
#
# adaption of M Smarts expander script
#
# old notes:
# -------------------------------------------------
# adaption of P Jacobs Rhyfl-X script
# Script to generate a nozzle contour for Rhyfl-X
# PJ 27-Sep-00, 22-Feb-01, 26-March-01, 01-Apr-01
# -------------------------------------------------
#
# ----------------------------------------------------
package require imoc
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source $gd(IMOC_HOME)/lib/cfan.moc
source $gd(IMOC_HOME)/lib/wait_a_moment.tcl
source $gd(IMOC_HOME)/lib/deg_to_rad.tcl
source $gd(IMOC_HOME)/lib/streamdata.moc
source $gd(IMOC_HOME)/lib/extendstream.moc
# -----------------------------------------------------
puts ""
puts " axisymmetric minimum length expander with a centre-body"
LoadIMOCKernel
SetAxiFlag 1
# read input parameters
source "expan.in"
# open output file
set streampts [open streamlinepts w]
set expout [open expan.out w]
SetGamma $gamma
InitGUI
# set geometric limits of gui window
setXYRanges 0.0 0.0 40.0 6.0
setXYTics 2.0 0.5
# set shoulder coordinates
set x0 0.0
set y0 1.0
# set initial flow angle
set theta0 0.0
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puts "Initial flow at M = $M0, Final flow at M = $Mex"
puts "Create a centered expansion fan at ($x0 $y0)"
puts "Area ratio = $area_ratio "
puts " "
# iterate till area ratio is correct
set jmax 20
set olddelr $area_ratio
for {set j 1} {$j <= $jmax} {incr j} {
# Put in a wall to make the centre-body
WallAddPoint 0 0.0 $r_cbody
WallAddPoint 0 60.0 [expr $r_cbody - $cbody_slope * 60.0]
puts " j = $j, r_cbody = $r_cbody "
puts " "
puts "Compute the starting characteristic line radiating from "
puts "the first node in the fan."
# Initial node in centered fan
set x $x0
set y $y0
set Mach $M0
set pm0 [ NuFromM $M0 [GetGamma] ]
set Theta $theta0
set nid [CreateNode -1]
SetNodeData $nid X $x Y $y Mach $M0 Theta 0.0
WallAddPoint 1 $x $y
# Initial characteristic
set nline 7
set dy [expr ($y0 - $r_cbody) / $nline]
set Mach_angle [expr asin(1.0/$M0)]
set dx [expr $dy / tan($Mach_angle)]
set old_node $nid
set line_nodes {}
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for {set i 1} {$i <= $nline} {incr i} {
set new_node [CreateNode -1]
set x [expr $x0 + $i * $dx]
set y [expr $y0 - $i * $dy]
puts "New node at ($x, $y)"
# connect new_node to old_node
SetNodeData $new_node X $x Y $y Mach $M0 Theta 0.0 \
CMinusUp $old_node
# connect old_node to new_node
SetNodeData $old_node CMinusDown $new_node
lappend line_nodes $new_node
set old_node $new_node
}; # end for
refreshDisplay; wait_a_moment
set x_cfan_start [expr [GetNodeDataValue $old_node X] + 0.1]
set y_cfan_start [expr [GetNodeDataValue $old_node Y] + 0.1]
puts "Compute the rest of the fan radiating down to the wall."
# Calculate expansion until M > Mex
set M_cbody $M0
set old_node [lindex $line_nodes 0]
set nmax 100
set Mold $M0
set dpm $dpm0
for {set i 1} {$i <= $nmax} {incr i} {
set new_cfan_node [CreateNode -1]
set pm [expr $pm0 + ($i * $dpm)]
set theta [expr $theta0 + ($i * $dpm)]
SetNodeData $new_cfan_node \
X [expr $x0 + (sin($theta) * $r)] \
Y [expr $y0 + ((1 - cos($theta)) * $r)] \
Nu $pm Theta $theta
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WallAddPoint 1 [expr $x0 + (sin($theta) * $r)] \
[expr $y0 + ((1 - cos($theta)) * $r)]
puts "SetNodeData $new_cfan_node \
X [expr $x0 + (sin($theta) * $r)] \
Y [expr $y0 + ((1 - cos($theta)) * $r)] \
Nu $pm Theta $theta "
set M_cfan [GetNodeDataValue $new_cfan_node Mach]
# calculate nodes on new C- characteristic
# from two adjacent known nodes
set nodelist [MarchAlongCMinus $old_node $new_cfan_node down]
set last_node [lindex $nodelist [expr [llength $nodelist] - 1 ] ]
#create new node at wall along C- from adjacent node on same C-
set cbody_node [CMinusWallNode 0 $last_node -1]
set M_cbody [GetNodeDataValue $cbody_node Mach]
puts "i = $i M_cbody = $M_cbody "
if { $M_cbody >= $Mex } break
set Mold $M_cbody
set old_node [lindex $nodelist 1]
refreshDisplay; wait_a_moment
}; #endfor
refreshDisplay; wait_a_moment
puts " Get last Characteristic just right"
# recalculate last wave in expansion fan
# until it matches the required Mex
set del [expr abs($M_cbody - $Mex) / $Mex]
if { $del >= 0.00005} {
set pmold [expr $pm - $dpm]; #remove last attempt
set thetaold [expr $theta - $dpm]; #remove last attempt
set dpm [expr $dpm * ($Mex - $Mold)/($M_cbody - $Mold)]
set nmax 10
for {set i 1} {$i <= $nmax} {incr i} {
set pm [expr $pmold + $dpm]
set theta [expr $thetaold + $dpm]
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set new_cfan_node [CreateNode -1]
SetNodeData $new_cfan_node \
X [expr $x0 + (sin($theta) * $r)] \
Y [expr $y0 + ((1 - cos($theta)) * $r)] \
Nu $pm Theta $theta
set M_cfan [GetNodeDataValue $new_cfan_node Mach]
puts "SetNodeData $new_cfan_node \
X [expr $x0 + (sin($theta) * $r)] \
Y [expr $y0 + ((1 - cos($theta)) * $r)] \
Nu $pm Theta $theta "
set nodelist [MarchAlongCMinus $old_node $new_cfan_node down]
set last_node [lindex $nodelist [expr [llength $nodelist] - 1]]
for {set k 1} {$k <= [expr [llength $nodelist]]} {incr k} {
if {[GetNodeDataValue $last_node Theta] <= 0} {
puts [format "Theta = %10g" \
[GetNodeDataValue $last_node Theta]]
set last_node [lindex $nodelist [expr \
[llength $nodelist] - $k ] ]
} else break
}
set cbody_node [CMinusWallNode 0 $last_node -1]
set M_cbody [GetNodeDataValue $cbody_node Mach]
puts "i = $i M_cbody = $M_cbody "
set del [expr abs($M_cbody - $Mex) / $Mex]
puts " del = $del"
if { $del < 0.00005 } break; #break if error small
# prepare for next attempt
set dpm [expr $dpm * ($Mex - $Mold)/($M_cbody - $Mold)]
refreshDisplay; wait_a_moment
}
}
WallAddPoint 1 [expr $x0 + (sin($theta) * $r)] \
[expr $y0 + ((1 - cos($theta)) * $r)]
refreshDisplay; wait_a_moment
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# Calculate remainder of flow and the nozzle shape
set startStreamNode $new_cfan_node
set x_cone [GetNodeDataValue $cbody_node X]
set M_cone [GetNodeDataValue $cbody_node Mach]
puts "Mach cone starts at x = $x_cone with M = $M_cone"
puts "Put down a number of nodes along the Mach cone with constant M."
puts "Work back upstream from each of these nodes."
set x $x_cone
set y [expr $r_cbody + $cbody_slope * $x]
set Mach_angle [expr asin(1.0/$M_cone)]
set old $last_node
set old_edge $cbody_node
set oldStreamNode $startStreamNode
set machConeList [list $startStreamNode]
set dL $dL0
while { $y < $y_max } {
# Put down a new node along the Mach cone
# of the uniform test flow.
set new_edge [CreateNode -1]
set dx [expr $dL * cos($Mach_angle)]
set dy [expr $dL * sin($Mach_angle)]
set x [expr $x + $dx]
set y [expr $y + $dy]
puts "New node at ($x, $y)"
SetNodeData $new_edge X $x Y $y Mach $M_cone Theta 0.0 \
CPlusUp $old_edge
SetNodeData $old_edge CPlusDown $new_edge
lappend machConeList $new_edge
# March upstream from the new point, creating a list of nodes
# along a C- characteristic. Extend the streamline defining
# the nozzle wall to this new characteristic.
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set nodelist [MarchAlongCMinus $old $new_edge up]
set newStreamNode \
[ExtendStreamLineToGivenLine $oldStreamNode $nodelist]
refreshDisplay; wait_a_moment
if { $newStreamNode == -1 } break
# Step along to the new nodes in preparation for doing it
# all again.
set old [lindex $nodelist 1]
set old_edge $new_edge
set oldStreamNode $newStreamNode
# Gradually increase the spacing of the new characteristics.
set dL [expr $dL * 1.05]
}; # end while
# Extend streamline to the Mach cone, assuming that
# the last extension caused the while-loop to break
ExtendStreamLineToGivenLine $oldStreamNode $machConeList
refreshDisplay
PrintStreamData $startStreamNode
# check area-ratio
set id $startStreamNode
while { $id > -1 } {
set y [GetNodeDataValue $id Y]
set x [GetNodeDataValue $id X]
set id [GetNodeDataValue $id CZeroDown]
}; # end while
set yex $y
set xex $x
set arearat [expr (pow($yex,2) \
- pow($r_cbody - $cbody_slope * $xex,2)) \
/ (pow($y0,2) - pow($r_cbody,2))]
puts "area ratio = $arearat, centre-body radius = $r_cbody, \
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Mex = $M_cbody"
set delr [expr abs($arearat - $area_ratio)/$area_ratio]
if { $delr <= 0.0001 } break
if { $delr > $olddelr } {set dpm0 [expr $dpm0 - 0.001]}
set olddelr $delr
# try again with a different exit Mach number
set Mex [expr $M_cbody * pow(($area_ratio / $arearat),\
((2 * $gamma - 2)/($gamma + 1)))]
DeleteAll
}; #end center-body loop
# Output (expan.out)
set number [llength $machConeList]
puts $expout [format "exit mach number = %10g\ny0 = %10g\n\
Reflection Point of last characteristic: \
x = %10g, y = %10g\n\
Reflection Point of first characteristic: \
x = %10g, y = %10g" \
$Mex $y0 \
[expr [GetNodeDataValue $cbody_node X] \
+ 0.1] \
[expr [GetNodeDataValue $cbody_node Y] \
+ 0.1] \
$x_cfan_start $y_cfan_start]
set id $startStreamNode
while { $id > -1 } {
set x [GetNodeDataValue $id X]
set y [GetNodeDataValue $id Y]
set thrad [GetNodeDataValue $id Theta]
set slope [expr tan($thrad)]
puts $streampts [format "point{x=%10g, y=%10g, slope=%10g}" \
[expr $x + 0.1] $y $slope]
set id [GetNodeDataValue $id CZeroDown]
}; # end while
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close $expout
close $streampts
10.3 IMOC output
'expan.out'
exit mach number = 4.15964
y0 = 1
Reflection Point of last characteristic:
x = 2.3881, y = 0.88
Reflection Point of first characteristic:
x = 0.540383, y = 0.88
Nozzle contour coordinates
'streamlinepts'
point{x= 0.1, y= 1, slope= 0.330934}
point{x= 0.623558, y= 1.17355, slope= 0.332044}
point{x= 1.18844, y= 1.36037, slope= 0.329376}
point{x= 1.82458, y= 1.5508, slope= 0.269829}
point{x= 2.57318, y= 1.72539, slope= 0.197195}
point{x= 3.47171, y= 1.8759, slope= 0.13812}
point{x= 4.52875, y= 1.9959, slope= 0.0890478}
point{x= 5.75323, y= 2.07969, slope= 0.0478702}
point{x= 7.15426, y= 2.1226, slope= 0.0134043}
point{x= 7.82728, y= 2.12711, slope= 0}
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10.4 Streamline tracing and blending with Stile
'build-inviscid-surface.lua'
#!/usr/bin/env lua
-- Author: Jens Kunze
-- Date: 23/03/2014
-- Place: UQ, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia
--
-- This script can be used to generate
-- an elliptical to rectangular shape transitioning nozzle
-- from an axi-symmetric expansio field.
--
-- Adaption of Rowan Gollan's script to build an inviscid
-- inlet surface from streamlines
require 'stile'
require 'nmethods'
require 'plotting'
require 'gammafunc'
-------------------------------
-- Script input parameters
-------------------------------
-- These parametes are globally available in this script.
sgl_flow_file = 'sgl.dat'
g = assert(io.open("input.lua", "r"))
t = g:read("*a")
g:close()
_,_,r_cbody = string.find(t, "r_cbody =%s*(%d*%.?%d*)")
r_cbody = tonumber(r_cbody)
_,_,ht_frac = string.find(t, "ht_frac =%s*(%d*%.?%d*)")
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ht_frac = tonumber(ht_frac)
_,_,area_ratio = string.find(t, "area_ratio =%s*(%d*%.?%d*)")
area_ratio = tonumber(area_ratio)
_,_,M0 = string.find(t, "M0 =%s*(%d*%.?%d*)")
M0 = tonumber(M0)
_,_,slope = string.find(t, "cbody_slope =%s*(%d*%.?%d*)")
slope = tonumber(slope)
_,_,alpha = string.find(t, "alpha =%s*(%d*%.?%d*)")
alpha = tonumber(alpha)
-- Directory to store the data files in
if slope ~= 0 then
dir = string.format('./Nozzles/'..
'Arearatio_%5f_inflow_Machnumber_%1.1f/'..
'Centre-Body-Radius_%1.3f_Slope_%2.3f/',
area_ratio, M0, r_cbody, slope)
else
dir = string.format('./Nozzles/'..
'Arearatio_%5f_inflow_Machnumber_%1.1f/'..
'Centre-Body-Radius_%1.3f/',
area_ratio, M0, r_cbody)
end
os.execute('if [! -d' .. dir .. ']; then mkdir -p' .. dir .. '; fi')
-- Ellipse at throat
_,_,aspect_ratio = string.find(t, "aspect_ratio =%s*(%d*%.?%d*)")
aspect_ratio = tonumber(aspect_ratio)
-- Width ratio combustor exit plane to Nozzle exit plane
width_ratio = 1.489
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-- Fraction of duct to use for streamline-tracing
-- along the centerline
-- ht_frac = 0.8 -- read in from input.lua
-- Set r_min to constrain streamline tracing just
-- off the symmetry line
r_min = 0.001
-- Set numbers of streamlines for the surface.
nt = 120
-- Set stepsize for streamline tracing
ds = 5.0e-3
-- Set end point for nozzle
g = assert(io.open("streamlinepts", "r"))
t = g:read("*a")
g:close()
_, _, x_end = string.find(t, ".*x%s*=%s*(%d*%.?%d*)")
x_end = tonumber(x_end)
f = assert(io.open('expan.out', 'r'))
t = f:read('*a')
f:close()
_, _, M_ex = string.find(t, 'exit mach number =%s*(%d*%.?%d*)')
_, _, x_cone_start = string.find(t,
'Reflection Point of last characteristic:.-x =%s*(%d*%.?%d*)')
_, _, y_cone_start = string.find(t,
'Reflection Point of last characteristic:.-y =%s*(%d*%.?%d*)')
M_ex = tonumber(M_ex)
x_cone_start = tonumber(x_cone_start)
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y_cone_start = tonumber(y_cone_start)
----------------------------------------------------
-- local aliases for module functions
----------------------------------------------------
-- Math functions from Lua math library
local abs = math.abs
local atan2 = math.atan2
local cos = math.cos
local sin = math.sin
local tan = math.tan
local sqrt = math.sqrt
local acos = math.acos
local atan = math.atan
local asin = math.asin
local log = math.log
local asinh = function(x) return log(x + sqrt(x*x + 1)) end
-- gamma Function
local gamma = gammafunc.gamma
-- Functions from Stile modules
local plot_points = plotting.plot_points
local secant_solve = nmethods.secant_solve
local write_inlet_as_lines = stile.write_inlet_as_lines
local write_stations_to_file = stile.write_stations_to_file
local write_surface_as_lines = stile.write_surface_as_lines
local Cross_section = stile.Cross_section
local Lofted_line = stile.Lofted_line
local write_surface_to_file = stile.write_surface_to_file
local User_defined_line = stile.User_defined_line
-- Classes from Stile modules
local Axi_streamline3 = stile.Axi_streamline3
local Flow_field = stile.Sgl_flow_field
local Inlet = stile.Inlet
local Stations = stile.Stations
local Surface = stile.Isurface
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local Vector3 = stile.Vector3
local ESSENTIALLY_ZERO = 1.0e-10
---------------------------------
-- Helper functions
---------------------------------
local function radius(p)
-- Return the radial location (radius value) from the
-- centerline for a point in the z-y plane of the compression field
return sqrt(p.z^2 + p.y^2)
end
local function discretise_throat_shape(a, b, ctr, x_thrt, npts)
-- This function discretises an ellipse shape at the throat
-- and returns the location of the points on the throat.
-- The points are located at equal sweeps in angle.
--
-- Parameters:
-- a : ellipse axis in z-direction
-- b : ellipse axis in y-direction
-- ctr : y-value for centre of ellipse (assumed that z=0)
-- x_thrt : x-value location of throat
-- npts : no. points to discretise shape into
--
-- Return:
-- t_pts : discretised locations on throat ellipse
--
local dtheta = math.pi/(npts - 1)
local theta = math.pi/2
local t_pts = {} -- throat points
for i=1,npts do
local function f_to_solve(beta)
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local z = a*cos(beta)
local y1 = ctr + b*sin(beta)
local y2 = ctr - b*sin(beta)
local y
if theta >= 0.0 then
y = y1
else
y = y2
end
return theta - atan2(y - ctr, z)
end
local beta, flag
beta, flag = secant_solve(f_to_solve, math.pi/6, 2*math.pi/6,
1.0e-6, nil, {low=0, high=math.pi/2})
if flag ~= 'success' then
print("Couldn't find an appropriate beta value for p= ", p)
print("a= ", a, " b= ", b, " ctr= ", ctr)
print("Bailing out!")
os.exit(1)
end
local z = a*cos(beta)
local y1 = ctr + b*sin(beta)
local y2 = ctr - b*sin(beta)
local y
-- Choose the closer value to p.y as y
if theta >= 0.0 then
y = y1
else
y = y2
end
t_pts[#t_pts+1] = Vector3(x_thrt, y, z)
theta = theta - dtheta
end
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return t_pts
end
local function throat_superellipse(area, AR, power)
local termA = 2*area/(4*AR)
local termB = gamma(1 + 2/power) / (gamma(1 + 1/power))^2
local b = sqrt(termA*termB)
local a = AR*b
return a, b
end
local function discretise_shape_C(pts, a, b, power, r_cbody, x)
local yc = r_cbody + b
local pC = {}
for i,p in pairs(pts) do
-- local p = xsect:point(i)
local theta = atan2(p.y - yc, p.z)
local function f(beta)
local z = a*cos(beta)^(2/power)
local y1 = yc + b*sin(beta)^(2/power)
local y2 = yc - b*sin(beta)^(2/power)
local y
-- Choose the closer value to p.y as y
if p.y > yc then
y = y1
else
y = y2
end
return theta - atan2(y - yc, z)
end
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local beta, flag
if p.z < ESSENTIALLY_ZERO then
beta = math.pi/2
else
beta, flag = secant_solve(f, math.pi/6, 2*math.pi/6, 1.0e-6,
nil, {low=0, high=math.pi/2})
if flag ~= 'success' then
print("Couldn't find an appropriate beta value for p= ", p)
print("a= ", a, " b= ", b, " yc= ", yc, " power= ", power)
print("Bailing out!")
os.exit(1)
end
end
local z = a*cos(beta)^(2/power)
local y1 = yc + b*sin(beta)^(2/power)
local y2 = yc - b*sin(beta)^(2/power)
local y
-- Choose the closer value to p.y as y
if p.y > yc then
y = y1
else
y = y2
end
pC[#pC+1] = Vector3(x, y, z)
end
-- Make the final point coincident
pC[#pC+1] = xsect:point(xsect:no_points())
return pC
end
local function discretise_rectangle_triangle_shape(area, pts, width,
height, x, npts)
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if (width * height >= area) then
print("area too large pick smaller width and/or heigth")
return
end
triangle_height = 2 * (area - width * height) / width
triangle_hypotenuse = sqrt(width^2 + triangle_height^2)
local ds = (width + height + triangle_hypotenuse) / (npts-1)
local y0 = height + triangle_height + pts[#pts].y
local alpha = atan(triangle_height / width)
local pC = {}
local y = y0
local z = 0
for i=1, npts do
if ((i - 1) * ds < width) then
z = (i - 1) * ds
elseif ((i -1) * ds
>= width and (i -1) * ds < width + height) then
y = y0 + (width - (i - 1) * ds)
z = width
else
y = y0 - height + (width + height - (i -1) * ds) * sin(alpha)
z = width + (width + height - (i -1) * ds) * cos(alpha)
end
pC[#pC+1] = Vector3(x, y, z)
end
pC[#pC] = Vector3(x, pts[#pts].y, 0)
return pC
end
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local function discretise_rectangle_circular_arc_shape(pts, area, w,
r, x, npts)
local alpha = asin(w / r)
local y_cp = r * (1 - cos(alpha)) + pts[#pts].y
local h = (area - alpha / 2 * r ^ 2) * 2 / w
local pC = {}
local y0 = y_cp + h
local ds = (h + w + alpha * r) / (npts -1)
local dalpha = 0
local y = y0
local z = 0
for i = 1, npts do
if ((i - 1) * ds < w) then
z = (i -1) * ds
elseif ((i -1) * ds >= w and (i - 1) * ds < w + h) then
y = y0 + (w - (i - 1) * ds)
z = w
else
dalpha = ((i - 1) * ds - (w + h)) / r
y = pts[#pts].y + r * (1 - cos(alpha - dalpha))
z = sin(alpha - dalpha) * r
end
pC[#pC+1] = Vector3(x, y, z)
end
pC[#pC] = Vector3(x, pts[#pts].y, 0)
return pC
end
local function discretise_parabolic_bottom(pts, area, w, x, npts)
local p = {}
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for i = 1, npts do
if (pts[i].z <= w) then
p[#p+1] = pts[i]
else
break
end
end
-- test = true
-- while (test == true) do
p[#p+1] = Vector3(x, p[#p].y, 0)
p_xsect = Cross_section(p)
p_area = p_xsect:area()
pC = {}
for i = 1, #p - 1 do
pC[i] = p[i]
end
w = pC[#pC].z
a = (area - p_area - w * (pC[#pC].y - pts[#pts].y))
/ (- 1 / 3 * w ^ 3)
h = pC[#pC].y - pts[#pts].y - a * w ^ 2
n = npts - #pC
len = 0
i_old = 0
for i = w / 50, w, w / 50 do
-- approximate arc length
len = len
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+ sqrt((i - i_old) ^ 2 + (a * i ^ 2 - a * i_old ^ 2) ^ 2)
i_old = i
end
n_v = math.floor(n * h / (len + h)) --float to integer rounded down
n_p = math.floor(n * len / (len + h))
y = pC[#pC].y
z = w
for i = 1, n_v do
y = y - h / n_v
pC[#pC+1] = Vector3(x, y, z)
end
ds = len / n_p
for i = 1, n_p do
-- approximation of stepping along parabola by using the slope of ax^2
dz = sqrt(ds ^ 2 / ((2 * a * z) ^ 2 + 1))
z = z - dz
y = a * z ^ 2 + pts[#pts].y
pC[#pC+1] = Vector3(x, y, z)
end
if (n - n_v - n_p == 0) then
pC[#pC] = Vector3(x, pts[npts].y, 0)
else
pC[#pC+1] = Vector3(x, pts[npts].y, 0)
end
-- fit parabolic shape so it doesn't cut into the ellipse
-- a_ellipse = 0.15
--
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-- for i = 0, 1.75 * a_ellipse, 1.75 * a_ellipse / 100 do
--
-- if (a * i ^ 2 > - a_ellipse
-- * sqrt(1 - i ^ 2 / (1.75 * a_ellipse) ^ 2)
-- + a_ellipse) then
-- table.remove(p)
-- table.remove(p)
-- test = true
-- break
-- else
-- test = false
-- end
-- end
-- end --end while
return pC
end
local function discretise_intermediate_shape(pts_x0, pC,
pts_x_cone_start, npts)
pB = {}
for i = 1, #pC do
if (pC[i].z < pC[i+1].z) then
pB[#pB+1] = pts_x_cone_start[i]
else
pB[#pB+1] = pts_x_cone_start[i]
break
end
end
j = #pB
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n = #pC - j
len = 0
i_old = 0
a = (pC[#pC-1].y - pC[#pC].y) / pC[#pC-1].z ^ 2
for i = pB[#pB].z / 50, pB[#pB].z, pB[#pB].z / 50 do
-- approximate arc length
len = len
+ sqrt((i - i_old) ^ 2 + (a * i ^ 2 - a * i_old ^ 2) ^ 2)
i_old = i
end
h = pB[#pB].y - a * pB[#pB].z ^ 2
- pts_x_cone_start[#pts_x_cone_start].y
n_v = math.floor(n * h / (len + h)) --float to integer rounded down
n_p = math.floor(n * len / (len + h))
print(a,len,h,n_v,n_p)
for i = 1, n_v do
y = pB[#pB].y - h / n_v
pB[#pB+1] = Vector3(pts_x_cone_start[1].x, y, pB[j].z)
end
ds = len / n_p
z = pB[j].z
for i = 1, n_p do
-- approximation of stepping along parabola by using the slope of ax^2
dz = sqrt(ds ^ 2 / ((2 * a * z) ^ 2 + 1))
z = z - dz
y = a * z ^ 2 + pts_x_cone_start[#pts_x_cone_start].y
pB[#pB+1] = Vector3(pts_x_cone_start[1].x, y, z)
end
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if (n - n_v - n_p == 0) then
pB[#pB] = Vector3(pts_x_cone_start[1].x,
pts_x_cone_start[npts].y, 0)
else
pB[#pB+1] = Vector3(pts_x_cone_start[1].x,
pts_x_cone_start[npts].y, 0)
end
return pB
end
local function discretise_rectangular_shape(pts, area, width)
local z = 0
local p = {}
local pC = {}
x = pts[#pts].x
for i = #pts, 1, -1 do
if (pts[i].z < width) then
y = pts[i].y
z = pts[i].z
elseif (pts[i].z == width) then
y = pts[i].y
z = width
break
else
y = (pts[i+1].y - pts[i+2].y) / (pts[i+1].z - pts[i+2].z)
* (width - pts[i+1].z) + pts[i+1].y
z = width
break
end
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p[#p+1] = Vector3(x,y,z)
end
p[#p+1] = Vector3(x,y,z)
n = #pts - #p
p[#p+1] = Vector3(x,y,0)
local p_xsect = Cross_section(p)
local p_area = p_xsect:area()
local height = (area - p_area) / width
local ds = (height + width) / n
local split = 2 / 3
local dz = width / (split * n)
local dy = height / ((1 - split) * n)
table.remove(p)
local y0 = height + p[#p].y
local j = #p -- - 1
local k = 0
for i = 1, #pts do
if (i <= split * n + 1) then --((i - 1) * ds < width) then
y = y0
z = (i - 1) * dz
elseif i <= n then -- ((i - 1) * ds >= width
-- and y > p[#p].y) then
y = y0 - k * dy -- ((i - 1) * ds - width)
z = width
k = k + 1
else
y = p[j].y
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z = p[j].z
j = j - 1
end
pC[#pC+1] = Vector3(x,y,z)
end
return pC
end
local function write_tecplot_file(surf, tfile, mirror, full,
step, scale, x_start, x_exit)
f = assert(io.open(tfile, 'w'))
f:write('TITLE = "Nozzle cross-sections"\n')
f:write('VARIABLES = "X" "Y" "Z"\n')
-- Now write data to file
for x=x_start,x_exit,step do
f:write('ZONE\n')
f:write('ZONETYPE = Ordered, DATAPACKING = Point\n')
local cs = surf:cross_section(x, full)
local npts = cs:no_points()
if mirror then
for i=npts,2,-1 do
local p = scale*cs:point(i)
f:write(string.format("%14.8f %14.8f %14.8f\n",
p.x, p.y, -p.z))
end
end
for i=1,npts do
local p = scale*cs:point(i)
f:write(string.format("%14.8f %14.8f %14.8f\n",
p.x, p.y, p.z))
end
end
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f:close()
end
------------------------------------------
-- Main function
------------------------------------------
function main()
------------------------------------------
-- Initialise the shocks and flow field
------------------------------------------
local ff = Flow_field(sgl_flow_file)
print("Done.")
----------------------------------------------------
-- Set up the throat points for streamline-tracing
----------------------------------------------------
local x0 = 0.1
local y0 = 1.0 * ht_frac
-- Compute the ellipse properties
local b = (y0 - r_min - r_cbody)/2
local a = aspect_ratio * b
local ctr = r_min + b + r_cbody
-- Build throat shape and discretise.
-- Call out to a function to compute discrete locations
-- around the throat shape. These points become the
-- seeds for streamline tracing.
print("Discretising throat shape....")
local nlines = nt
local t_pts = discretise_throat_shape(a, b, ctr, x0, nlines)
---- Plot the throat shape
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print(" Plotting throat points to file: throat.pts")
plot_points(t_pts, nil, 'throat.pts')
print("Done.")
-------------------------------------------------------
-- Trace a nozzle forwards from combustor exit
-------------------------------------------------------
-- start an empty table to collect streamlines in
local streamlines = {}
print("Tracing streamlines from throat...")
local r_max = 0.1
for i,p in ipairs(t_pts) do
io.write('.'); io.flush()
local r = radius(p)
-- Next step does the actual streamline tracing.
-- Take a point, a direction, a stepsize, a leftmost end
-- and a rightmost end and trace a streamline.
local line = ff:get_streamline(p, FORWARD_DIRN, ds, p.x, x_end)
streamlines[#streamlines+1] = line
end
print("")
print("Done.")
----------------------------------------------------
-- Set up x-stations for recording cross-sections
----------------------------------------------------
print("Setting up stations for recording cross-sections...")
local idx = nt
dx = x_end / 150
x = x0
stat = {}
while x <= x_end do
stat[#stat+1] = x
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x = x + dx
end
if (stat[#stat] ~= x_end) then
stat[#stat+1] = x_end
end
local A_stat = Stations(stat)
print("Done.")
----------------------------------------------------------
-- Assemble inlet from component surfaces
----------------------------------------------------------
local lines_A = {}
for i=1,idx do
lines_A[#lines_A+1] = streamlines[i]
end
local surf_A = Surface(lines_A, A_stat)
print("Done.")
------------------------------------------------------------
-- Write out inlet to inviscid directory
------------------------------------------------------------
print("Writing out surface to directory: " .. dir .. "surface_A.")
write_surface_as_lines(surf_A, dir .. 'surface_A', stat)
-- (surface, filename, mirror, full, step, scale, start, exit)
write_tecplot_file(surf_A, dir .. 'A_xsects.tec', true, true,
0.5, 1.0, x0, x_end)
write_surface_to_file(surf_A, dir .. 'surface_A.tec', 'surface_A')
write_stations_to_file(A_stat, dir .. 'surface_A/top_stat.dat')
print("Done.")
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-------------------------------------------------------------
-- Calculate Area at nozzle exit
-------------------------------------------------------------
fd = {}
pts = {}
pts_x0 = {}
pts_x_cone_start = {}
for i=1, #lines_A do
fd = lines_A[i]:get_flow_data(x_end)
pts[#pts+1] = fd.pos
fd = lines_A[i]:get_flow_data(x0)
pts_x0[#pts_x0+1] = fd.pos
fd = lines_A[i]:get_flow_data(x_cone_start)
pts_x_cone_start[#pts_x_cone_start+1] = fd.pos
end
xsect = Cross_section(pts)
area_x_end = xsect:area()
xsect_x0 = Cross_section(pts_x0)
area_x0 = xsect_x0:area()
xsect_x_cone_start = Cross_section(pts_x_cone_start)
area_x_cone_start = xsect_x_cone_start:area()
print(string.format("Area ratio for shape A:\t%8g",
area_x_end / area_x0))
x_pos = x_end
area = area_x_end
--------------------------------------------------------------
-- Discretise Exit Shape at nozzle exit with same area
--------------------------------------------------------------
-- local power = 4
-- a, b = throat_superellipse(area, 1.35, power)
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-- pC = discretise_shape_C(pts, a, b, power, r_cbody, x_pos)
-- width = pts[#pts/2].z * 1.1
-- height = (pts[1].y - r_cbody) * 0.3
-- pC = discretise_rectangle_triangle_shape(area, pts, width,
-- height, x_pos, nlines)
-- width = pts[#pts/2].z * 1.0
-- arc_radius = a * 4
-- pC = discretise_rectangle_circular_arc_shape(pts, area, width,
-- arc_radius, x_pos,
-- nt)
-- width = 1.55 * a--width_ratio * a
--
-- pC = discretise_parabolic_bottom(pts, area, width, x_pos, nt)
width = width_ratio * a
pC = discretise_rectangular_shape(pts, area, width)
plot_points(pC, nil, 'exit.pts')
--------------------------------------------------------------
-- Trace Streamlines from exit plane to combustor exit
--------------------------------------------------------------
-- start an empty table to collect streamlines in
local streamlines = {}
print("Tracing streamlines from nozzle exit...")
-- input: get_streamline(point-coordinates, direction,
-- stepsize, starting point, end)
local r_max = 0.1
for i,p in ipairs(pC) do
io.write('.'); io.flush()
local line = ff:get_streamline(p, BACKWARD_DIRN, ds, x0, p.x)
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streamlines[#streamlines+1] = line
end
print("")
print("Done.")
----------------------------------------------------
-- Set up x-stations for recording cross-sections
----------------------------------------------------
print("Setting up stations for recording cross-sections...")
dx = x_pos / 150
x = x0
stat = {}
while x <= x_pos do
stat[#stat+1] = x
x = x + dx
end
if (stat[#stat] ~= x_pos) then
stat[#stat+1] = x_pos
end
local C_stat = Stations(stat)
print("Done.")
----------------------------------------------------------
-- Store streamlines for shape C
----------------------------------------------------------
lines_C = {}
for i=1,idx do
lines_C[#lines_C+1] = streamlines[i]
end
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-- for i=1, idx do
-- for j=x0, x_pos, dx do
--
-- fd_C = lines_C[i]:get_flow_data(j)
-- if fd_C.pos.y < r_cbody then
-- local function udf()
-- fd_C.pos.y = r_cbody
-- return fd_C
-- end
-- lines_C[i] = User_defined_line(udf,x0,x_pos)
-- end
-- end
-- end
--------------------------------------------------------------
-- Discretise Intermediate Shape at nozzle exit with same area
--------------------------------------------------------------
-- pB = discretise_intermediate_shape(pts_x0, pC,
-- pts_x_cone_start, nt)
-- plot_points(pB, nil, 'intermediate.pts')
--------------------------------------------------------------
-- Trace Streamlines from intermediate plane to combustor exit
--------------------------------------------------------------
--[[
-- start an empty table to collect streamlines in
local streamlines = {}
print("Tracing streamlines from nozzle exit...")
-- input: get_streamline(point-coordinates, direction, stepsize,
starting point, end)
local r_max = 0.1
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for i,p in ipairs(pB) do
io.write('.'); io.flush()
local line = ff:get_streamline(p, BACKWARD_DIRN, ds, x0, p.x)
streamlines[#streamlines+1] = line
end
print("")
print("Done.")]]
----------------------------------------------------
-- Set up x-stations for recording cross-sections
----------------------------------------------------
-- print("Setting up stations for recording cross-sections...")
-- -- local idx_s = nt + ns - 1
-- -- local idx_b = nt + ns + nb - 2
-- local dx = c_pts[#c_pts].x - c_pts[#c_pts-1].x
-- dx = x_cone_start / 150
-- x = x0
-- stat = {}
-- while x <= x_cone_start do
-- stat[#stat+1] = x
-- x = x + dx
-- end
--
-- if (stat[#stat] ~= pB[1].x) then
-- stat[#stat+1] = pB[1].x
-- end
--
-- local B_stat = Stations(stat)
--
-- print("Done.")
----------------------------------------------------------
-- store streamlines for shape B
----------------------------------------------------------
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-- lines_B = {}
-- for i=1,idx do
-- lines_B[#lines_B+1] = streamlines[i]
-- end
--
-- print("")
-- print("Done.")
-- local surf_B = Surface(lines_B, B_stat)
-- local surf_s = Surface(lines_s, s_stat)
-- local surf_b = Surface(lines_b, b_stat)
-- print("Done.")
------------------------------------------------------------
-- Write out inlet to inviscid directory
------------------------------------------------------------
-- print("Writing out surface to directory: ".. dir .."surface_B.")
-- write_surface_as_lines(surf_B, dir .. 'surface_B', stat)
-- -- (surface, filename, mirror, full, step, scale, start, exit)
-- write_tecplot_file(surf_B, dir .. 'B_xsects.tec', true, true,
-- 0.5, 1.0, x0, x_cone_start)
-- write_surface_to_file(surf_B, dir .. 'surface_B.tec', 'surface_B')
-- write_stations_to_file(B_stat,dir..'surface_B/top_stat.dat')
-- write_stations_to_file(s_stat, 'inviscid/side_stat.dat')
-- write_stations_to_file(b_stat, 'inviscid/bottom_stat.dat')
-- print("Done.")
-------------------------------------------------------------
-- Loft lines
-------------------------------------------------------------
-- lines_AB = {}
-- alpha = 1.0
-- for i=1, idx do
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--
-- line=Lofted_line(lines_A[i],lines_B[i],x0,x_cone_start,
-- x0 + (x_cone_start - x0) / 6,
-- x_cone_start,alpha)
-- lines_AB[#lines_AB+1] = line
--
-- end
--
-- local surf_AB = Surface(lines_AB, B_stat)
--
-- print("Done.")
------------------------------------------------------------
-- Write out inlet to inviscid directory
------------------------------------------------------------
-- print("Writing out surface to directory:"..dir.."surface_AB.")
-- write_surface_as_lines(surf_AB, dir .. 'surface_AB', stat)
-- write_surface_to_file(surf_AB,dir..'surface_AB.tec','surface_AB')
-- write_stations_to_file(B_stat, dir .. 'surface_AB/top_stat.dat')
-- -- (surface, filename, mirror, full, step, scale, start, exit)
-- write_tecplot_file(surf_AB, dir .. 'AB_xsects.tec', true, true,
-- 0.5, 1.0, x0, x_pos)
--
-- print("Done.")
fd_A = {}
fd_C = {}
pts_A = {}
pts_C = {}
print("Lofting lines")
lines_AC = {}
-- alpha = 1.0 -- moved to input file
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-- coefficients and range for hyperbolic alpha functions
alpha_max = 5.0
alpha_mid = 3.0
alpha_min = 0.1
b = ((4 * alpha_min - alpha_mid - idx ^ 2
* (alpha_min - alpha_mid)) / 3 - alpha_max)
/ ( 2 / (3 * idx) - 1 + idx / 3)
a = -(alpha_min - alpha_mid + b / idx) * idx ^ 2 / 3
c = alpha_max - a - b
projected_pts = {}
projected_pts_A = {}
projected_pts_C = {}
loft_end = x_pos
for i=1, idx do
loft_start = x0
-- if loft_end < x_pos then
-- loft_end = loft_end + dx
-- end
fd_C_ex = lines_C[i]:get_flow_data(x_pos)
r_C_ex = radius(fd_C_ex.pos)
--------------------------------------------------------
-- Find function for alpha that best fits the lofting
--------------------------------------------------------
-- first order hyperbolic function
-- alpha = a / i + b
-- second order hyperbolic function
-- alpha = a / i ^ 2 + b / i + c
-- define loft_start as position where the expansion fan ends
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-- (only valid for top section) => constant slope of the wall
-- means no expansion wave is created
for j = x0, x_pos, dx do
fd_A0 = lines_A[i]:get_flow_data(j)
fd_A1 = lines_A[i]:get_flow_data(j+dx)
fd_A2 = lines_A[i]:get_flow_data(j+2*dx)
r0 = sqrt(fd_A0.pos.y^2 + fd_A0.pos.z^2)
r1 = sqrt(fd_A1.pos.y^2 + fd_A1.pos.z^2)
r2 = sqrt(fd_A2.pos.y^2 + fd_A2.pos.z^2)
slope1 = (r1 - r0) / (fd_A1.pos.x - fd_A0.pos.x)
slope2 = (r2 - r1) / (fd_A2.pos.x - fd_A1.pos.x)
if (abs(r0 - r1) >= 0.1) and
(abs(slope1 - slope2) / slope1 <= 0.001) then
print(slope1, slope2)
loft_start = j
break
end
end
-- x < loft_start -> regard only line A;
-- x > loft_end -> regard only line C
line=Lofted_line(lines_A[i],lines_C[i],x0,x_pos,loft_start,
loft_end,alpha)
lines_AC[#lines_AC+1] = line
-- Reloft if nozzle exceeds shape C
for j = x0, x_pos, dx do
fd_AC = lines_AC[i]:get_flow_data(j)
if (fd_AC.pos.z > fd_C_ex.pos.z or
fd_AC.pos.y > fd_C_ex.pos.y) then
loft_end = j - dx
line=Lofted_line(lines_A[i],lines_C[i],x0,x_pos,
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loft_start,loft_end,alpha)
lines_AC[i] = line
break
end
end
end
for i=1, #lines_A do
fd = lines_AC[i]:get_flow_data(x_end)
pts[#pts+1] = fd.pos
end
xsect_AC = Cross_section(pts)
area_x_end_AC = xsect:area()
print('Arearatio at station 10:', area_x_end_AC / area_x0)
print("")
print("Done.")
local surf_C = Surface(lines_C, C_stat)
print("Done.")
------------------------------------------------------------
-- Write out inlet to inviscid directory
------------------------------------------------------------
print("Writing out surface to directory: " .. dir .. "surface_C.")
write_surface_as_lines(surf_C, dir .. 'surface_C', stat)
-- (surface, filename, mirror, full, step, scale, start, exit)
write_tecplot_file(surf_C, dir .. 'C_xsects.tec', true, true, 0.5,
1.0, x0, x_pos)
write_surface_to_file(surf_C, dir .. 'surface_C.tec', 'surface_C')
write_stations_to_file(C_stat, dir .. 'surface_C/top_stat.dat')
print("Done.")
----------------------------------------------------
-- Set up x-stations for recording cross-sections
----------------------------------------------------
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print("Setting up stations for recording cross-sections...")
dx = x_pos / 150
x = x0
stat = {}
while x <= x_pos do
stat[#stat+1] = x
x = x + dx
end
if (stat[#stat] ~= x_pos) then
stat[#stat+1] = x_pos
end
local AC_stat = Stations(stat)
print("Done.")
----------------------------------------------------------
-- Assemble inlet from component surfaces
----------------------------------------------------------
-- Construct surface
local surf_AC = Surface(lines_AC, AC_stat)
print("Done.")
------------------------------------------------------------
-- Write out inlet to inviscid directory
------------------------------------------------------------
print("Writing out surface to directory:" .. dir .. "surface_AC.")
write_surface_as_lines(surf_AC, dir .. 'surface_AC', stat)
write_surface_to_file(surf_AC,dir..'surface_AC.tec','surface_AC')
write_stations_to_file(AC_stat, dir .. 'surface_AC/top_stat.dat')
-- (surface, filename, mirror, full, step, scale, start, exit)
10.4 Streamline tracing and blending with Stile 102
write_tecplot_file(surf_AC, dir .. 'AC_xsects.tec', true, true,
0.5, 1.0, x0, x_pos)
print("Done.")
end
main()
